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BCRA CAVE SCIENCE SYMPOSIUM

at Leeds
Saturday 28

th

October, 1989

First Circular and Registration Form
After a years absence the 1989 BCRA Cave Science Symposium is to be
held at the University of Leeds on Saturday 28th October. Papers are
invited on all aspects of cave science and may be presented either orally
or as poster displays.

Please return to:
Simon Bottrell, Dept. of Earth Sciences, University of Leeds,
LEEDS LS2 9JT.
Name:

Address:

Telephone:
I plan to attend the BCRA Cave Science Symposium at Leeds and
enclose a cheque (payable to the "University of Leeds") for:
Symposium registration (4-00) •••••••••••.
Buffet lunch

(7-00)

Field Excursion deposit (10-00) ••••••••••
Cheque for total
My participation in the field excursion is unlikely
definite (deposit enclosed)
I wish to present a paper
entitled:

/ poster

likely

The symposium is to be held in the Department of Earth Sciences at
Leeds University on 28th of October 1989, commencing at 9-30 am.
If
sufficient people are interested a buffet lunch will be provided.
Similarly, if there is sufficient interest a field excursion will be run
on Sunday 29th.
TALKS AND POSTER PRESENTATIONS are invited on all aspects of cave science.
It is hoped to provide a program spanning as diverse a range of cave
topics as possible, with talks lasting approximately 20 minutes.
A BUFFET LUNCH (costing {7-00) will be provided if there are sufficient
people interested.
A FIELD EXCURSION, visiting sites in the Yorkshire Dales where cave research
is currently taking place, will be organised for Sunday 29th of October, if
there is sufficient interest. In order to assist with arrangements for
accommodation, transport, etc., it would be useful if anyone hoping to
participate could register as soon as possible.
Any payment/deposit for the lunch or excursion will obviously be refunded
if these are not arranged.
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Uranium-Series Dating of Cave Deposits at Creswell Crags Gorge, England.
P.J. Rowe, T.C. Atkinson and R.D.S. Jenkinson.
Abstract: Creswell Crags Gorge, S.S.S.I, contains several archaeologically important caves that
were excavated mainly in the late Nineteenth Century. A programme of speleothem dating by the
uranium - series method has indicated that some archaeologica l deposits in Robin Hood's Cave
may be o lder than generally assumed and that cycles of sediment deposition, erosion and reworking
are common phenomena in several of the caves. The results also suggest that the gorge itself is a
mid - late Pleistocene feature .
The caves in the Creswell Crags Gorge o n the DerbyshireNottinghamshire border have been well known to archaeologists
and palaeontologists for over a century, the most important sites
being Mother Grundy's Parlour, Robin Hood's Cave, Church
Hole Cave and Pin Hole Cave (sec Fig. I). The profusion of
mammal bones that were constantly eroding out of the cave
mouths prompted the Reverend Magens Mello and William
Boyd Dawkins to excavate several of the caves in the 1870's
(Mello 1875, 1876,1877) . Unfortunately the excavation and
recording were very poor by modern standards and there can
be no doubt that several extremely important palaeolith ic sites
have been lost forever as a result. Further excavations by Laing
(1889) destroyed remaining sedimentary sequences in Robin
Hood's Cave. Excavations by A.L. Armstrong in Pin Hole Cave
between 1925 and 1932 were of a much higher standard and his
published reports are of considerable value (e.g. Armstrong
1928.1929) . Since then, small scale excavations have been
undertaken in several of the caves by McBurney in 1959-60,
Campbell in 1969 and Collcutt in 1974 (McBurney 1959,
Campbell 1977, Collcutt 1975). Jenkinson (1984) has reassessed
the palaeontological and archaeological work that has been
carried out to date and has provided an exhaustive account of
all previous excavations and comprehensive references.
In 1981 further , very limited, excavations were carried out in
Robin Hood's Cave. At the same time a uranium-series dating
programme was begun to establish the age of the numerous
calcite deposits (speleothems) that arc present in most of the
caves in the gorge. It was hoped that this would (a) provide a
chronology within which the archaeologica l finds from the major
cave sites could be placed and (b) shed light on the likely age
and evolution of the Creswell Crags Gorge and its attendant
caves. A full account of the dating work is given by Rowe (1986).
The purposes of this paper are to summarise the ana lytica l data
and the dates obtained and to discuss the stratigraphy of the
caves in the light of the U-series results.

Uranium-Series Dating: Principles and Analytical Results
The principles and methods of uranium-series disequilibrium
dating have been fully discussed in the literature (e.g. Schwarcz
1980, Gascoyne et al 1978 , Ivanovich and Harmon 1982), and
only a brief outline will be given here .
U-series dating has made many valuable contributions to
archaeology over the past twenty years (see Cook et al 1982 , and
Schwarcz 1982 for review). It is used principally for dating
carbonate materials of which speleothems are a particularly
suitable example, being hard, crystalline and generally free from
weathering and leaching. T he calcite from which speleothems
are formed is precipitated from waters seeping into a cave
through the overlying rock and soil. These waters ofte n contain
trace amounts of uranium (238-U and 234-U) which is soluble
under the aerated chemically oxidising conditions normally
found in limestones above a cave roof, but contain no thorium
which is very insoluble. When calcite is precipitated from the
water to form a speleothem, uranium is incorporated as an
impurity with concentrations which may range from ncar zero
to several parts per million. Pure calcite, therefore, initially
contains uranium but no thorium . It is this imbalance , or
disequilibrium , which provides a means of determining a
speleothem's age. With the passage of time , the minor isotope
of uranium , 234-U, decays to an isotope of thorium, 230-Th.
This isotope is also radioactive, so the activity ratio of 230-Th
to 234-U in pure calcite is initially zero but increases, with the
ingrowth of 230-Th, and reaches a value of unity after about 350
ka, after which the ratio remains constant. By measuring the
230-Th/234-U activity ratio , (and also making an allowance for
the fact that 234-U is produced in the speleothem by radioactive
decay of the major isotope 238-U), we can calculate the age of
a sample , up to 350 Ka.
The presence of sand, silt or clay that may have become
trapped within speleothems during their formation presents
problems because such sediments contain thorium isotopes

Figure I. The locations of the main caves at Cres well Crags Gorge.
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TABLE 1.
Site

Uranium series analytical data for speleothems from caves at Creswell Crags .

Samp l e
No.

Age
(Ka)

U
Chemical
(ppm) Yield( %)

UEA70
UEA73
UEA74
UEA78
UEA82
UEA83
UEA96
UEA97
UEA98
UEA102
UEA104
UEA105
UEA111
UEA113
UEA114
UEA116
UEA118
UEA138
UEA122
UEA140
UEA120
UEA154
UEA157
UEA155

0.10
0.58
0.16
0.14
0.14
0.20
0.75
0.11
0.40
0.34
0. 48
0 . 29
0. 62
0.2 6
0.12
0.90
0.19
0.29
0.27
0. 30
0.31
0. 31
0. 28
0.13

21
51
39
32
38
55
41
48
74
81
50
49
59
58
58
66
61
66
82
78
75
79
85
78

12
61
24
15
70
65
53
37
77
85
67
84
62
60
74
78
70
88
80
79
90
70
54
35

1.147±0.042
1.072±0.013
1.103±0.022
1 .1 97±0.035
1.149±0.030
1.160±0.023
1.073±0.013
1 .1 50±0 .026
1.215±0 .02 0
1 . 094±0 .018
1.104±0.020
1.182±0 . 023
1.095±0.022
1.196±0.024
1.103±0.029
1.074±0.021
1.140±0.019
1.119±0.019
1.089±0.021
1.098±0.023
1.059±0.025
1.128±0.016
1.099±0.019
1.238±0 . 026

>1000
298 .6±56.7
3. 7±0. 5
31. 6±91. 8
61. 7±11. 2
182.H58.7
147. 2±13. 2
11. 8±3. 0
76.6±7.7
31 .0±1 .7
69 .5±6.8
13.7±0.6
112.6±14.5
124.3±23.4
20.8±2.8
66 .H5. 5
12.2±0.7
8.3±0.4
11.7±0.6
13.7±0.6
10 .HO. 4
169.H31. 7
6.8±0.3
6.0±0.8

HOOD'S CAVE
820324-6 UEA34
820324-6 UEA36
820324-8 UEA29
820324-8 UEA31
820324-8 UEA32
820324-8 UEA53
820324-8 UEA54
820324-B UEA55
820324-8 UEA56
820324-8 UEA131
820324-8 UEA132
820324-8 UEA133
Bl1205-1 UEA67
820324-9 UEA37
820324-9 UEA39
B20324-12 UEA35
820324-11 UEM1
820324-10 UEA40
B20324-14 UEA27
820324-14 UEA28
821210-1 UEA51
820324-17 UEA45
830B10-1 UEA71
820324-16 UEA68
B31024-1 UEABB
840227-4 UEA95
831024-2 UEA77
821211-1 UEA46
820324-2 UEA33
820324-3 UEA38
821209-5-1 UEA62
821209-5-2 UEA63

0.35
0.35
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.06
0.06
0.07
0.06
0.06
0.06
0.07
0.24
0.13
0.12
0.14
0.12
0.25
0.32
0.35
0.27
0.27
0.29
0.17
0 .34
0.36
0.1 0
0.1 9
0.31
0.35
0.25
0.25

51 74
55 81
71 41
55 27
50 20
29 44
42 28
37 36
34 19
77 80
85 43
61 19
65 71
35 73
59 77
66 72
48 62
64 50
54 56
46 67
58 70
33 68
33 78
52 73
49 68
46 69
73 61
59 63
79 45
34 57
60 48
66 57

1.106±0.018
1.134±0.018
1.233±0.024
1.125±0.032
1.102±0.034
1.268±0.053
1.116±0.031
1.077±0.028
1.161±0.039
1.177±0.023
1.172±0.023
1.098±0.028
1.165±0.022
1.022±0.032
1.104±0.036
1.136±0.025
1.271±0.03B
1.2BO±0.027
1.4l5±0.018
1.255±0 .022
1.134
1.612±0.038
1.721±0.035
1.712±0.042
1.077±0.019
1.132±0.017
1.152±0.029
1.1B4±0.020
1.237±0.025
1.179±0.022
1.218±0.026
1.162±0.023

13H22
156±27
2 .HO.1
1. 2±0.1
l.HO.2
1. 6±0. 2
1. 3±0.1
1. 3±0.1
1. 3±0.1
1. 9±0.1
2.0±0.2
1. 2±0.1
49. 4±4.1
20. 2±1. 8
20.H3.1
16. 8±1. 5
B.3±0.6
7. HO. 8
26.9±5.1
24.8±5.2
20.9±4 .S
>400
14.0±3. 1
146±34
151±19
2.0±0 . 2
11.4±2.9
1.7±0.1
4.1±0.3
3.7±0.3
4.0±0.4

0.797±0.018 165.1+8.7/-S.1
0.802±0.018 165.7+S . 5/-7.9
0.233±0.009
27.2±1.2 •
0.40HO.019
55.H3.5 •
0.463±O.040
66.7±0.8 •
o. 112±0. 009 12.9±1.1 •
O. 346±0. 020
45.6±3.2 •
0.313±0.015
40.5±2.3 •
0.275±0.018
34. 6±2. 6 •
0.12HO.006
14.HS.0 •
0.139±0.008
16 . HI. 0 •
O. 256±0. 018
32.0±2.5 •
0.835±0.023 180.5+13.0/-11.7
O. 715±0. 023 135.2+8 .9/ -B .2
0.645±0.025 109.9+7.4/-7.0
0.636±0.018 106 .5+5 .1 /-4.8
95. 7±4. 8
0.602±0.019
o.11HO. 005 13 .HO. 6
10.3±O.3
0.091±O.003
12. 6±0. 5
0.110±0.004
Still Active
14.8±0.6 (L)
0.12S±0.005
12.5±0.5 (L)
0.109±0.004
8.9±0.4 (U)
0.079±0.004
0.736±0.020 140.6+B.0/-7.4
0.700±0.022 126.0+7.3/-6.9
13. 3±1. 0
0.115±0.008
7. HO. 4
0.066±0.004
22 .8±1.1
0.I91±0.008
17. 5±0. 7
0.149±0.005
14.5±0.8
0.125±0.006
14.2±0.7
0.123±0.006

UEA156
UEA100
UEA101
UEA298

0. 09
0.14
0. 15
0. 19

55
66
35
39

50
52
52
54

1.116±0.032
1.11HO.022
1. 327±0. 028
1. 31HO. 031

19.3±3.6
2.5±0.2
29 .5±5. 2
6.8±1.3

0.648±0.026
0.158±0.007
0.128±0.005
0.115±0.006

110.4+7.6/-7.1
18.6±0.9
14.7±0.6
13. 2±0. 8

UEA72

0.11

47

52

1.209±0.029

164±82

0.630±0.018

103.7+4.9 / -4 . 7

CAVE C7
1
830809 - 1
1
830809-3
3
830809-9
2
830809-6
2
830809-4
1
830809-2
4
840228-3
4A
840228-4
2
830809 - 10
2A
840228 -1
4
840228-2
2A
830809 - 5
1A
840605- 4
1A
840605- 5
4
840606 -4
3A
840525 - 1
2
840606- 1
1A
840605 -3
1A
840605-1
1A
840605-2
1A
840605-3
1A
850222-3
1A
850222-2
1B
850220-1
ROBIN
RH-2
RH-2
RH-3
RH-3
RH-3
RH-3
RH-3
RH-3
RH-3
RH-3
RH-3
RH-3
RH-3A
RH-4
RH-4
RH-4
RH-4 ·
RH-4
RH-5
RH-5
RH-5
RH-7A
RH-7A
RH-7A
RH-7B
RH-7B
RH - 7C
RH - 9
RH-1
RH-1
RH - 1A
RH-1A

2l!=ll

Lab .
No.

PIN HOLE CAVE
850222-4
840227-1
840322-1
CAVE C8
830810-2

238 - U

lli=Th
232 -Th

lli=Th
234 -U

S. HI. 6
0.072±0.014
0.87HO.020 211.3+15.4/-13.5
8.7±0.6
0.077±0.5
7.6±1.1
0.067±0 . 009
0.620±0.019 101.9+5.2/-5.0
0.S45±0.023 186.3+13.7/-12.2
0.949±0.028 288.6+49.5/-34.3
13. 6±1. 0
0.118±0.008
0.890±0.023 208.1+16.1/-14.2
O. 910±Q . 027 238.9+27.8/ - 22 . 4
0.943±0.029 270.S+40.7/-30.0
0.90HO.027 219.0+21 . 0/ - 17.8
0.9 61±0.032 298.0+61.7/ - 40 . 6
0.765±0.023 147.3+9.3/-8.6
0.656±0.024 113.1+7.3/-6.8
0.936±0.032 270.7+47.6/ - 33.4
0.699±0.020 125.5+6.7/ - 6. 3
O. 85HO . 021 194.9+13 . 8/ -1 2.3
O. 94HO. 028 (27 6.4+42 .1 / -3 0.7 )
0.S99±O.023 (2 28.8+21 . 2/-17.8 )
0.875±0 .029 (215.8+24.4/-20.1 )
0.786±0.018 159.0+B.3/-7.8
0.839±0.022 187.8+13.5/-12.0
10.HO.6
0.09HO.005

• = Probable age 7 . 2 Ka from isochron plot (see Fig. AI)
L = Lower calcite layer at this site; U = Upper calcite layer at this site
(

)= Dates in parenthesis indicate probable contamination by older calcite.
Errors quoted are one standard deviation based on counting statistics only.

Table I . Uranium series analytical data for speleothems from Creswell Crags caves.
4

whose presence invalidates th c basic ass umptio n that no 230-Th
was initially prcsent. The cx iste nce of such detrita l
contamination can be re cog nised by the p resencc of the isotope
232-Thorium, but correction for its effects is difficult. Generall y
a speleothem is rega rded as uncontaminated if its measured
230-Th/232-Th ac tivity rat io is > 20 . Many o f the calcite deposits
at C reswell C rags arc f1owstones and these arc particularly
susce ptible to detrital contamination beca use their subho rizontal morph o logy encourages the re tentio n of sediment
particles on calcite surfaces. Because of this. a la rge proportion
o f the samples a na lysed were detritally contaminated.
I n the following discussions. where "eorrected" ages arc
quoted fo r thorium conta min ated samples. corrections have
been a pplied to th e data assuming th a t the 230-Th/232 -Th ratio
in the sample initiall y (i.e. th e contamination ratio a t the time
o f fo rm a ti o n). la y betwee n 0.5 and 2.0 and that this excess
(unsupported) 230-Th has been de cayi ng since its incorpo ration
into the calcitc (sec Schwarcz 19XO. and Rowe 19X6 for full
discussio n). This type of correction . which can be app li ed to
single samples. is somewhat arbitra ry and also ma kes no
all owa nce for possible uranium contaminatio n from isotopes
carried o n th e det ritus. In the discussion which follows. th e
reader should bear in mind th a t "co ntaminated" da tes. even if
"corrected", sti ll provide only an approximate indicati o n of the
true age. [n one case. multiple a nalyses of a spe leothem from
Robin Hood's Cave allowed Schwarcz's isochron met hod of
correction to be app li ed (Schwarcz 19RO). Whilst less arbitrary
than the single sample method. sti ll no a llowance is made fo r
possible uranium contamination. As a res ult. the co rre cted date
ma y be somewhat yo un ge r th a n the true age of th e sa mple.
T he U-series analytica l data arc give n in Table I . Standard
procedures were fo llowed in the chemica l separat ion of ura nium
a nd thorium (Lal ly 19R2) a nd activity dete rmin a ti o n was by alpha
spectrometry. All er rors quoted arc ± I s .d. based o n counting
statistics only.

Dates Related to the Stratigraphy of the Cave Deposits
The stratigraphies of the deposits with in the C reswell C rags
caves are extremely complex and incomple te ly und e rstood. It is
unlikely that the sedimentary sequences that existed in the caves
prior to their excavation in the nineteenth century will ever be
properly comprehended, as the caves were so completely
e mptied o f their deposits, and re porting and recording were so
sketchy . [n this secti on we describe the proven a nce of the dated
spe leothem samples in rel ati o n to the kn o wn stratigraphy of
each cave. and then discuss the light which the dates thro w upon
the stratigraphic succession , th e chronology of events by which
the succession was formed, and the archaeological and
palaeontological record of the sed iments.

Geological Background
The Creswell C rags go rge is cut almost direct ly cast-west
through a low but prominent fa ult- bounded ridge of Permian
Lower Magnesi a n Limestone a bout 10 km west o f Worksop
(Fig .I ) . The limestone o utcrops in a ba nd several kil o metres
wide from ncar Ma nsfield in the south to the coast of County
Durh a m in the no rth. Many go rges dissect the limesto ne surface.
o f which the mos t spectac ular is that of the River Don at
Conis borough , a ltho ugh ma ny smaller go rges exist around
Creswe ll Crags (e.g. Mark la nd and Ho llinhill Grips. the Meden
Vall ey a t Pleasley Vale). The Creswell Crags ridge has been
created by downfault ing along its western e dge. The faulting has
brought down Middle Permian Marl and erosion o f this softer
material has created a sma ll vale west of the fault line leavin g the
more resistant limestone immedi a tely to the cast as a higher
block of land. Ge ne rally the limestone in th e gorge is rather
massive although thinl y bedded to wa rds the top and at the
eastern e nd. where minor down faultin g has occurred.

THE CAVES
Remn a nts of severa l fossil phreatic caves a re present in the
sides of the gorge (Fig. I) , especially in the northern side , and
arc listed by Je nkinson (1978) . The phreatic origin of all these
caves is evident from the frequent examples o f tubular
morphology in chambers, passages and small side tubes (Bretz
1942).
Most of the caves in the gorge co ntain calcite deposits, usually
f1owstones altho ugh some stalagm ites are known. Many of the

deposits a re thin. detritally cont a minated and unsuita ble for
dat ing . and where these occur in excavated caves for which there
is no excavation record (e .g. Boat House Cave. Dog Hole Cave).
no sampling or da ting work has been carried out. Dating has
therefo re concent rated on deposits from those caves for which
there are extensive strat igraphic records (a lbeit o f variable
quality ). or which have a n abundance o f good quality dateable
speleothems. This has meant that a rch aeo logicall y impo rt a nt
caves such as Mother G rundy's Parl o ur and Church Hol e Cave
have contributed no data si nce th e ir calcite deposits arc limited
and unsuita ble. Robin Hood's Cave a nd Cave C7 on th e other
hand have been intensively studied . The caves investigated will
be considered in turn.

Robin Hood's Cave
This is the la rgest kn o wn cave at Creswe ll Crags and indeed
in the Lower Magnesian Limestone . a nd its network pattern
(Fig .2) leaves little doubt that its devel o pment has been strongly
jo int controlled. It is potentially the most important site at
C reswell in terms o f the lengt h of statigraph ic record that may
st ill be prese nt. Most o f the deposits have unfortunately been
excavated although some sed im ents remain in places on the cave
walls a nd on the fl oo rs o f the Easte rn a nd Ce ntral C hambers
where in SiTU depos its a rc over a metre in thickness.
Understa ndin g of the cave stratigraphy is based upon
excavation reports. many of which arc over a century old. For
clarity it is appropriate to delineate the cave into four areas and
disc uss each separately. These areas arc (I) the Western
C hamber. (2) th e Northwest C ha mbers . (3) th e Ce ntral
C hambe r and associated fissure chamber and connecting
passage, (4) the Easte rn Chamber. Figure 2 illustrates this
subdivision.

The Western Chamber
Today, the. chamber has a thin covering of spoil over the
bedrock floor. a thin veneer of in sit II sediment a nd breccia on
the southern wall. and larger ill SiTU deposits of sed im ent and
breccia over a fissure in the sout hwest corner. Remn a nts of
breccia can also be traced widely a round the chamber. The
breccia is commonly cemented a nd coated with flowstone ,
although only in the southwest corner (Site RH-3,Fig.2) is it
suitable for dati ng. Remnants of other f1 owstones have been
found low on the south wall a nd in a small tube in the northwest
wall (Sites RH-2 a nd RH-4 respectively. Fig.2). Neither of these
arc mentioned in previous reports.
The first account of the Western Chambe r excavations was
provided by Mello ( I R76,1877) and his sections a re reproduced
in Figures 3a, 3b a nd 3c. Subsequently controversy arose over
the accuracy of th ese sections and a n "alternative" report was
issued by Heath (I X79) who had supervised most of the
excavation and had been present in the cave much more regul arly
th a n Mello or Boyd Dawkins. Heat h's section is reproduced in
Figure 4 and approximate ly corresponds to Mello's Section I
(Fig. 3a). The disa greements are mainly concerned with the
dimensions of the sections . No fundame ntal differences exist
between the two accounts as to the broad sequence of depos its ,
although fine detail is totally lacking and th e exact proven a nce
of ma ny of the faunal a nd a rtefactual finds is uncertain. Where
it can be checked , Heat h's reporting seems th e more reli a ble.
In summary. both a uthors agree that the chamber contained
deposits which . be nea th a thin " surface soi l", were capped by
stalagmite and breccia . with a combined thickness from one to
three feet, and present over most of the chamber except for the
a reas around MD. ME. and MF in Figure 2 (these correspond
to a reas D . E. and F in Mello's I R77 report and in Hea th (1879)).
Remnants of stalagmite - cemented breccia can still be seen on
th e cave walls. Beneath the brecci a was a "cave - earth"
containing bones and impl ements, of variable thickness up to
seve ral feet. a nd present throughout the chamber. Remn a nts of
this deposit also can be recognised on the south cave wall today.
Beneath the "cave - earth" was a layer of "red sand" or "red
clayey sand" in which bo nes and Mousterian stone tools were
found.This was present through o ut most of the ch a mber ,
although Mello's a nd Heath's sections and nom e ncl ature conflict
in areas MD and ME (Fig. 2). In th e interior of the chamber,
the " red sand" rested on the bedrock floor but towards the
entrance, in the line labelled ''l'' on Figure 2, Mello (1876)
illustrates it resting on a "lighter coloured sand with limestone
fragments " (Fig. 3a) . Mello (1877) a lso describes a "white
calcareous sand with limestone blocks" as th e lowest deposit in
the ta lus outside the cave mouth (Fig. 3c). This latter deposit is
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o lde r than th e "cave - ea rth " whi ch li es above it. b ut the " red
sa nd" was not prese nt.
In 198 1 a small excavatio n was mo unted in th e ext reme
southweste rn co rn e r o f the ch a mbe r (Sit e A , Figs . 2 a nd 5) whe re
a 1.9 metre sectio n o f sedime nt survives be neath a roof co ll apse.
Pre limin a ry results of thi s work have bee n re po rt ed in Je nkin son
e t a l 1986.
Th e sectio n is capped by the stalagmitie breccia of Me llo and
Heath . but the deposits be neath a re sto ny sa nds which appea r
to have bee n introdu ced from a coll apsed fo rme r e ntrance to t he
west. Today. these deposits a re se pa rated fro m the rest o f th e
Weste rn C hambe r by a fiss ure whic h was emptied of deposits
by Laing ( 1889) wi t ho ut pro pe r reportage. Conseque ntly. it is
impossible to re late the m to the rat he r ge neralised stra ti grap hy
described by Mello a nd H eath .
Spe leothe m samples were ta ke n fro m fo ur sites in the Weste rn
C ha mbe r, labe lled RH -2, 3, 3A and 4 o n Figure 2. Sample sites
RH-3 a nd RH- 3A are both directl y re levant to th e excavati o n
at Site A , while RH- 3 also dates the "sta lagmite and breccia" o f
Mello and Heath .
Site RH -3: Ca pping and ceme nting the roof coll apse a nd
breccia, in situ. and the refo re clearl y ove rl ying a nd post-dating
the excava ted sedim e nts. is the rathe r poor quality flows to ne
refe rred to above (Fig. 5) . Three metres no rtheast of Excavatio n
Site A, the calcite is loca ll y of dateabl e quality. a ltho ugh o ft e n
rather porous at its base . Since many fl int imple me nts we re
recove red from the brecci a du ring the nineteenth ce ntury
excavations, it is impo rt ant to obtai n as accurate an estim ate as
possible of the age o f thi s spe leoth e m since it p ro vides a post
q uem date o n the unde rl ying sto ne tool in d ustry.
A sampl e weighing c. 2 kg was take n fo r da tin g (Sa mp le No.
UE A820324-8). U nfo rtunately, it proved to be heavil y
contamin ated with both det rita l tho rium a nd o rga ni c matte r as
well as hav ing a very low uranium conte nt (0.06 ppm ). E leve n
sub-samples fro m thi s mate ria l we re a na lysed but two o f these
we re elimin ated fro m furthe r conside rati o n (see T ab le I).
UEA30 had a thorium yield of o nl y 7% a nd UE A 133 was used
fo r expe rimental purposes during sa mple p re paratio n and gave
isotopic values th at we re q uite d iffe re nt fro m the ot he r
sub-samples. Because o f the heavy orga nic conta minati o n,
th o rium yields of the remaining nine sub-sampl es are lowe r tha n
no rm ally expected, although still acceptab le. Since the a nalyses
are detritall y co ntamin ated (230-Th/232-Th = 1.2 - 2. 1), the
calculated ages will be hi gher th an the true sample ages beca use
o f the excess detrital tho rium . T hi s is a pa rticul ar pro ble m fo r
yo ung samples, as these are tho ught to be , because the a mo un t
o f authige ni c tho rium is low and a ny t ho rium co nta min atio n
makes a substantial di ffe re nee to the age calcul atio n .
To co rrect fo r the effects of tho rium contamin atio n in thi s
case, th e data we re used to constru ct an isoch ro n plo t by th e
method of Shcwarcz ( 1980) . The de tails are d iscussed in
A ppe ndi x I . T he "co rrec ted" da te fo r the sample is estim ated
6

to be abo ut 7200 yea rs . whic h shou ld be regarded as an
ap prox imate ind icati on of the true age
T he stalagmite at RH -3 clearly post - dates the depositio n of
the brecci a. Impleme nts be lo nging to the Creswe lli a n C ulture
o f th e Upper Palaeo li t hic occurred in th e b recci a (sec Je nk inson
1984 fo r ful l di scussio n). T he da te of 7200 years th us p rov ides a
post - quem date for the Creswelli a n C ulture . whi ch is in ge neral
ag ree ment with rad io-ca rbon ages of 9.300 yea rs obtained o n
Bos sp . bone fragme nts fro m a hea rth deposit in Mot he r
G rundy's Parl our (J aco bi 1980. Je nkinso n 1984) .
Site RH-3a: A bout 50 cms be low the to p of the excavated
Section A . we re fo un d fo ur fl owstone fr agme nts . o ne q uite large
( 10 cms across x 4 cms thick) which fro m t heir cond itio n do not
appea r to be fa r travelled. A ltho ugh vuggy in places . the re was
am pl e good quality calci te for dati ng pu rposes . Part of the la rger
fragme nt (UEA81 1205-1) was analysed a nd gave a n
uncontamin ated age of 180 + 13/-1 1. 7 Ka (UEA67. T a ble I).
Since all the frag ments were close to each other. they may have
a simil ar o rigin and be of the sa me age . altho ugh thi s need no t
be so. The dated de rived flo wstone provides a n ante q uem date
fo r the depositio n o f the sedime rits in which it is incorporated .
Thus the up per part of th e sto ny sa nds at Site A we re laid down
at some time afte r 180 ka but before abo ut 7 Ka.
Site RH-4 : Seven metres no rth-east of Site A is a sma ll
ph reatic tu be in the north wa ll of the cha mbe r across which have
bee n deposited four fl owsto ne layers.each abo ut 2 cms
thick.sepa rated by hiatuses. The uppe r laye r is too vuggy for
dat ing purposes . A ll of t hese layers have bee n b roken a nd across
the top a nd down th e broke n faces of these fo rm ati o ns has grow n
ye t ano the r fl owstone drape.
T wo age dete rmin ations o n the basal flo wsto ne laye r (Sample
UE AR20324-9. an a lyses UE A37 a nd 39) gave unconta min ated
ages of 135 +9/-R Ka a nd 110 +7/-7 Ka. The seco nd laye r
(UE A-R20324-1 2. UE A35) .gave a sli ghtl y co nta minated age of
106 .5 + 5/ -5 Ka (230-Th/232-Th = 16.R. p robab le tru e age 98
- 103 Ka) , whil st the thi rd layer (UEA820324-11. UEA4 1)
p rod uced a rathe r mo re highl y contamin ated age of 95 .7 + 5 /-4.7
Ka (230-Th/232Th = 8 .3, probable t rue age 80 - 88 Ka).
Th e capping fl owsto ne laye r that d rapes ove r th e u nde rl yin g
laye rs (UEA 820324-10, UE A40) da tes to 13. 1+ -0.6 Ka, but has
a 230-Th/232-Th ratio of 7.4. App rox im ate correctio n suggests
an age o f 9.7 to 11 .5 Ka.
How far these fl owstones exte nded and wh at the ir re latio nshi p
was to th e strati graphy in th e rest o f the Weste rn Cha mber it is
impossible to say . T hey appea r.howeve r .to be above the level
of th e cave sedime nts that existed in that corn e r o f the cave p rior
to the nineteenth ce ntury excavatio ns. and may the refore have
been a ve ry local feat ure.
Site RH-2: In an alcove in the south wall some eight metres
east of Site A are prese rved in sitll sedime nts th at have surv ived
the earl y excavatio ns . T he sed ime nt colu mn is 1.2 me tres in
height and is capped by the sta lag mi tic ce men ted b reccia . The
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Figure 3a. Robin Hood's Cave. Plan and sections (from Mello 1876).

base of the seq uence. which is not seen. occ upi es a
shallow.sedi me nt- fil led depress ion
in
th e cave floor.
I nte rstratified in the sed iments. 95 cms below the breccia and
20 cms above the lowest exposed level. is a small reddi sh
laminated f1owstone. 3 cms thi ck. in situ. a nd still attached to
the cave wall. Laterally it passes into a layer of heavil y indurated
sand. Two sa mples gave uncontaminated ages of 165. I +8.7/-8. 1
and 165.7 +8 .5/-7.9 Ka (UEA34 and 36.Table I). The close
agreement strongly suggests th at this ca lcite layer formed at o r
very near 165 Ka. T hi s was rather an un expected result since the
finds reported from the Western Cha mber had previous ly bee n
inte rpreted as being of Devensian age (e.g. Stuart 1982). Since
Heath (1879) repo rted patches o f stalagmite separating th e basal
red sa nd from th e ove rlyi ng cave earth (see Fig . 4) , th e survivin g
sediment was exa mined to establish whether th ese patches were
likely to have corresponded wi th th e dated horizon reported
here. If they d id it would be importan t because it would
effective ly impose constraints on the possible ages of th e two
ma in sedime nt units in the chamber . th e " red sa nd " and the
overlying cave earth descr ibed by Mello (see Figs. 3 a nd 4). Eac h
of these contained faunal asse mblages of rather simil ar ch arac ter
al th ough th at from the cave ea rth showed extensive signs of
hyae na gnawi ng (Jenkinson 1984). Middl e Palaeolithic stone
too ls. mainly of quartzite, were a lso recovered fro m both
sed ime nta ry uni ts a nd eve n an app roxi mate age est im ate for
these wou ld be of considerable value. However. inspecti on of
the in situ sedi ment at RH-2 ind icates th at the bo und a ry between
the two units occu rs o nl y some 20 cms below the base of the
breccia (75 cms above the flowstone). At this poi nt the breccia
is abou t one metre thi ck a nd the excavation reports record that
when the breccia was thick, thc cave earth was invariably
re latively thin (Mello 1876,p.241). T he dated flowstone, th e n ,
occurs we ll within the red sa nd unit a nd th e refore cann ot be
used to chronologica ll y separate the finds from thi s unit a nd

th ose from the ove rl ying cave earth. a ltho ugh it suggests that th e
faunal remains fro m the red sand may well be around 165 ka in
age since they were apparant ly recovered fro m th e base of that
unit (Me ll o 1876 . 1877).
Pollen analyses from samples of st ratified sands. silt s a nd clays
above and be low th e flowst o ne have bee n reported by Co les et
al (1985) . They indicate th at a n o pe n ,steppe vegetation was
rep laced at a ro un d th e tim e of fl owsto ne fo rm at io n by a
vegeta ti o n much mo re thermoph il o us in aspect with Pinus ,
Quercus , Ulmus. Tilia, Picea. Bell/la a nd Corylus bei ng
represented .An apparen tl y rapid return to steppe cond itio ns is
then suggested followed by a further climatic dete rioration to a
tundra envi ronme nt . The record o f these latter cooling phases
Quaternary
pollen,exotic
Lowe r
also contains.besides
Cretaceous palynomorphs.probab ly derived from th e Spilsby
Sandstone o r Speeton C lay of Li ncolnshire a nd South Yorkshire
80 km s to the northeast.

The Northwest Chambers
Access to these is possib le fro m the no rthwest corner of the
Western Cha mbe r and. via a sq ueeze. from th e bottom of the
fiss ure at Site A . Excavati o n was by Laing in the 1880's a nd his
report (Laing 1889) is brief. A human radius and humerus we re
fo und in red sand in th e fissure. and a Holoce ne fauna was
recorded from the passages. a lthough exactly where is not clear.
Today , that part of the passage around Site RH -7C is practically
devoid of sediment. a lthough some stalagmite bosses a re
preserved o n ledges. Exte nsive dating work has not been carried
o ut o n th ese bosses . al th ough o ne date,(Site RH7C,UEA831024-2, UEA77) indicates a max imum age of 13.300
yea rs B.P. (230-ThI232-Th = 2.0) . Near sites RH- 7A and RH-7B
the passages still contain a great deal of sa nd on their fl oors and
walls and it is ev ide nt that thi s secti on of cave was at o ne time
filled to th e roof with sedime nt . The sa nds silts a nd cl ays
prese rved o n the wa lls here a re thinly bedded a nd evidentl y
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waterlain. This may have occurred at a time when the cave was
flo oded , as some blind ave ns have stratified sedi ment in th em.
Site RH· 7 A (Fig.2) is at the base of a roof fissure a nd comprises
two fl owsto ne laye rs, each abo ut 3 centimetres thick ,unde rl ain
by indurated reddish sand and separated by a hi atus and ove rl ain
by a few centim etres o f indurated brown sed ime nt.The lowe r o f
th ese laye rs has been dated to 14,800±600 years B.P. (UEA45 .
230·Th/232·Th=20.6; probable true age = 13.5· 14.0 ka) and
12,500±500 years (unco ntaminated). and th e upper to
8,900±400 yea rs B .P.(UEA68, a maximum age, since 230-Th/
232-Th= 14.0).
Site RH-7B (Fig.2) is a f1owstone, up to 10 em thick ,
interstratified in indurated sand ,that has survived excavatio n and
remains in siTU attac hed to the roof. Casual inspectio n would
suggest th at the si te probably represents a lateral equ ivale nt of
Site RH-7 A , but two age determinations o n fragme nts from the
f1 owstone produced ages of 140 +8/-7 Ka and 126 +7/-7 Ka
(UEA88 and 95).
Interpretation o f the stratigraphy of this chamber has bee n
complicated by excavatio n. All that can be said at prese nt is that
two ph ases of f1 owsto ne form atio n are represe nted, the earli er
ph ase occurring at o r just before the beginning of the last
(Ipswichian) interglacial.and the later phase occuring just prior
to and durin g the present (Holocene )interglacial. More
strati grap hic work is required to clarify th e detailed sequence of
events in this are a of the cave.
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Figure 3c. Robin Hood's Cave. Stratigraphic
sections (from Mello 1877).

The Central Chamber
This too was excavated by La in g (1889) a nd his brief report
records the following strat igraphy (from the base upwa rds):
( 1) "stiff red clay and ye ll ow fe rru gino us sand con taini ng
bones and teeth of Hip popotamus major. Rhinoceros
leptorhinl.ls. Bison priscus. Cerv lls alces, Sus scrofa, Canis lupus.
Ursus, Hyaena erocuta, Arvicola amphibia'".
( II ) "sandy clay conta ining rolled pebbles".
(1 11) " un fossiliferous red sand con tinuous with that in the
fro nt cave" .
Also noted is the presence of human remains , a hearth , and
a n Acheulian stone tool industry , a lth o ugh it is not stated in
which layer these were found. All his finds are now lost. It is not
clear whether "front cave" refers to the Eastern or Western
Chambers.
Today , thinl y bedded veneers of sand cling to the walls in
many places , especiall y in joints and bedding planes , and a
fragment of f1 owsto ne at th e base of an ave n, three metres above
present tloor level, has red sa nd ad hering to its underside ,
indicating the upper level of cave infill. This f1owsto ne has been
dated to 7.400±400 years B.P . (UEA46). a maximum possible
age since the 230-Th/232-Th ratio = 11.4 (RH-9 ,Figs.2 and 6).
However , Lai ng d id not reach bedrock in his excavation and as
part of the 1981 investi gations , a sma ll trench o f unknown origi n
was cleaned up and deepened to about 50 ems (S ite C, Figs.2
and 6). This limited excavation showed that beneath a thin layer

Hippopotamus strongly suggests an Ipswichian Interglacial age
for the red clay and yellow sand layer and this presumably lay
above the present floor level , so that the underlying sediments
in the present floor may be much older than this . Since the top
of the sequence terminates in the Mid-Holocene , this chamber
may have contained a stratigraphic record from pre-Ipswichian
to Holocene times.
A north-south fissure passage to the cast of the Central
Chamber was a lso excavated by Laing , a lthough no details are
reported. Virtually nothing remains today except a layer of red
sand that rests on a bridge of fallen limestone blocks and
sediment at the entrance to the southern fissure. This sand is
capped by a flowston e and the remains of stalagmite bosses , the
former still being actively deposited by dripwater in places.
Fragments from the boss have been dated to 10300±300 and
12600±SOO years B.P. (RH-S , UEA820324-14 , UEA27 and
28,Fig. 2).

GROUND PLAN OF ROBIN HOODS CAVE
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7.Red Sand
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Figure 4. Robin Hood's Cave. Plan and seclion (ajler Healh 1879).

of spoil lay undisturbed sediments comprising thinly bedded
sands, silts and clays amongst rotted limestone boulders . An
undisturbed core 168 cms in length was also recovered.
The f1owstone at RH-9 dated to 7400±400 years B.P. lies
almost directly above the core site, and although it does provide
a post quem date for the core sediments, in practical terms this
is of very limited value given the 3m thickness of sediment that
is missing between the f1owstone and the 1981 excavation and
core .
It appears that Laing excavated a chamber of enormous
stratigraphic and archaeological importance. The find of
Figure 5. Seclion across the Weslern Chamber
of Robin Hood 's Cave (see also Fig. 2) .
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The Eastern Chamber
This is presumed to have been excavated by Laing (1889),
although his report docs not explicitly say so and nothing of the
stratigraphy or faunal content is recorded. At present, a breccia
of small lim estone fragments cemented by flowstone forms a
narrow ledge around most of the chamber (Fig. 6). and coalesces
with the Western Chamber breccia in the connecting passages.
It is generally less than 0.3 metres thick and is underlain by thinly
bedded sands that are still widely present on the wall. The floor
has several large limestone blocks resting on a layer of spoil
covering what are probably in situ sediments. These blocks must
have recently fallen from the roof. The limited excavation
programme in 1981 (Site B, Figs. 2 and 6) revealed laminated
water lain silts and sands on the east wall beneath the breccia.
The stalagmite cementing and coating the breccia is typically
quite thin « 2cm),very porous and "vuggy'·.and in the main
quite
unsuitable
for
dating
purposes. It
has
been
possible,however.to obtain sufficient reasonable quality
flowstone from one locality on the west wall (Site RH-I ).to
enable two age determinations to be made. Here a thin
stalagmitic rind coats the cave wall and the breccia and this
material has been sampled,care being taken to avoid
contamination by the limestone bedrock which is effectively of
infinite age . Sample UEA 820324-3 is from the inner part of this
rind and UEA 820324-2 from the outer part. Two metres north
of RH-1 is a stalagmite boss that perches on a large limestone
block forming part of the breccia (Site RH-1A). Two age
determinations have been performed on samples from this boss
(UEA 821209-S).UEA-63 from the base and UEA-62 from 3
cm above the base.
All the samples are contaminated with detrital thorium
(230-Th/232-Th < S) producing calculated ages that are in all
cases too great . However, approximate corrections suggest that
(1) the inner part of the calcite coating on the wall (RH-1,UEA
820324-3, UEA38) probably dates to between 9.S and 13.S Ka
whilst the outer coating (RH-l, UEA 820324-2 , UEA33) dates
from around 10 Ka; (2) the base of the stalagmite boss (RH-1A,
UEA 821209-S-2,UEA63) is between 7.S and 10.8 Ka ,and the
sample just above it,(RH-1A, UEA 821209-S-1, UEA62) from
7 to to Ka .
From these data it is evident that latest Devensian and/or early
Holocene stalagmite.coats and cements and therefore post-dates
E a st
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I

9
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sediments conta ini n g
r ounded pebbles
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Figure 6. Longitudinal section through the Eastern and Central Chambers of Robin Hood's Cave (see also Fig. 2).

a breccia th a t overlies th e sedime nts on th e wall a nd in the fl oo r.
H o wever ,it is probable. that a very considerable time spa n
se pa rates the depositio n o f th e sed ime nts fro m the influx of th e
breccia a nd th e formation of the sta lagm ite.

es tablished th at the you ngest sediments in the cave cannot be
more recent than early Holocene in age. The evidence from the
Western C ha m ber strongly suggests that the basal red sand unit
there was deposited at arou nd 165 Ka . The fossiliferous cave
earth must therefore be of intermediate age. Although Laing's
report (La ing 1889) of the Central Chamber deposits states that
the red sa nd overlay an horizon beari ng a hippopotamus fauna
(and therefore o f presumed Ipswic hi an age), red sand a lso
underlies f1 owstone dated to between 126 - 1'40 Ka in the
Northwestern C hambers. The presumption must th e refo re be
that de positi o n o f such sand units was not a unique occurre nce .

Robin Hood 's Cave: Summary
It is evide nt from examin ati o n of the remaining sedi ments
th a t th e complexity of the sedim entat ion a nd infilling seq uences
in Robin Hood's Cave was considerable both in space a nd time.
The earlier excavato rs unfo rtun a te ly fai led e ntire ly to a ppreciate
this a nd have left neith e r adequate records no r adeq uate remains
for a ny atte mpt to confidently reconstruct th e o ri gin al
stratigraphy. Although some evide nce is e merging for th e
provenance of some of the remaining sediments (B ri ggs and
Griffin 1985), it is very unlik e ly that detailed corre latio ns
between the sedimenta ry frag ments th a t have survi ved
excavat io n will e ve r be possible. The dating programme has

Cave C7
C7 has developed in th e northern face of th e gorge. It is the
hi ghest of the C reswell Crags caves and also o ne of th e smallest.
It is esse ntiall y a single relict phreatic tube 20 metres long and

Figure 7. Plan and long sections of Cave C7 showing speleothem sampling sites and uranium-series ages of dated j1owstones.
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Figure 8. Sites I and lB. Cave C7.

for the most part about I - 2 metres in diameter. Eight metres
from the e ntrance the cave widen s slightly a nd here solutional
activity has created a roof cavity that bifurcatcs into two perfect
roof tubes that fo llow the axis of the cave. o ne towards the front
a nd one towards the rear (Fig. 7). Beyond this a rea alternate
pendant roof blocks and solutional roof domes demarcate the
passage into a further three "compartments" (B.c'D.Fig. 7). the
final o ne e ndin g in narrow. tubes and slots choked with
fl owsto ne.
Cave formation was o ri ginall y join t controlled. Much o f the
front part has now been completel y destroyed by erosion.
leaving. outside the present e ntra nce . a scree slo pe between two
vertical limestone faces. The relatively high degree of destructio n
that the cave has suffered is probably related to the thinly bedded
nature of the limestone immediately above the roof of the cave.
The stratigraphy of C7 consists almost entirely of ledges of
sediment a nd fl owstone represe nting a series of floors that were
formed and destroyed at various stages o f the cave 's history. As
far as is known. the cave has never been excava ted by man a nd
unlike th e other caves in the go rge. the fragmentary nature of
the st rat igraphic record here is att ribut ab le to natural processes.
The present cave floo r slopes very ge ntly downwards away
from the entrance and the stratigraphic remnants are near flo o r
level at the entrance but approach roof level further into the
cave. The present floor is covered to a n unknown depth in
limestone slabs . generally about 10 - 30 cms in long axis. Towards

the front of the cave it is poss ible to see where spalling has
occurred from the roof and walls. but further back this is not so
and the roor: especially. has a large ly unaltered phreatic form.
Presumably many of the blocks have been carried in via the cave
entrance. possibly associated with the destruction of the front
part of the cave. They may represent a lag deposit. left after the
washing out of finer sed iment. Also on the floor are a few slabs
of f1owstone and indurated sediment that are obviously derived
from the ha nging fl oors. In the wider part of the passage. 8 - 10
metres from the entrance. are two very large limestone blocks
1.0 - 1.5 metres in length that have fallen from the roof. These
are shown on Figure 7.
Figure 7 summarises the visible deposits. Just inside the
entrance. broken f1owstone forms false floors across two small
side tubes . one in each wall. That ac ross the western tube is the
more substantial and consists of three layers. separated by
hiatuses. with a total thickness of about 30 cms . It appears. from
the evidence of occasional tiny f1owstone remnants and
lineations ·on the west wall. to be part of the same floor
represented by five thin (I - 2 cms) f1owstone layers on the west
wall of the small chamber. 8.5 metres from the entrance and 1.4
metres above the cave floor (Site I) . The upper, middle and
lower of these were suitable for dating, producing
uncontaminated ages of 211 + 15/-13 Ka. 186 +14/-12 Ka and
8± 1.6 Ka in correct stratigraphic order (UEA 73. 83, and 70, see
Table I and Fig. 7). Ncar this po int. 55 cms below Site 1 and 80

Figure 9. Site lA , Cave C7.
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Figure 10. Sites 2 and 2A, Cave C7.

cms above the floor is a small stalagmite boss perched on a
limestone ledge on the wall (Site I B). This is associated with
nearby stalagmite drapes on the wall which cut across the level
of the Site I hanging flowstone floor (Fig. 8) and clearly
post-date the removal of the cave sediments at this spot. The
stalagmite boss is dated to 10.4±0.6 Ka (230-Th/232-Th = 6 .0.
UEA 155) but the true age is probably about 8 Ka .
Opposite, on the eastern wall of the cave just below roof le vel.
is a rather more -s ubstantial sequence of flowstone (Site I A , Fig.
9). Part of this has been removed and sampled. A few
centimet res of hard indurated sediment at the base is coated
with a thin «Icm) flowstone dated to 147±9 Ka. Above this is
a cavity and then another layer of indurated sediment capped
by a rather thicker flowstone dated to 298 +62/-41 Ka. A clear
unconformity separates this layer from a much thicker (15 cms)
capping white laminated flowstone which in turn has a thin
overgrowth on its upper surface. Two da tes. UEA 154 and
UEA 157 (Fig. 9 and Table I) show th a t the white laminated
flowstone was formed between about 170 Ka and 160 Ka.
(Previous dating of this flowstone had given inconsistent results
which were due to the incorporation of an older stalagmite.
which was part of the 298 Ka layer below, into the samples. The
affected determinations were UEAI20, 122, 138 and 140).
The large fallen blocks in this part of the cave, previously

referred to. also have on them remn a nts of indurated sedi ment
and flowstone which a re certainly part of the sequences
described above from Sites 1 a nd I A. Some time afte r the
sedi ment underlying them had been washed out of the cave .
these blocks fell from the roof. bringing down much of the
re maining spe leothem hanging flo o rs.
Beyond these blocks the cave roof lowers abruptly to form a
wall of rock from which two small calcite - choked tubes enter
the cave. Across these tubes a nd on the rock face are preserved
the remains of rather a complex stratigraphy of sediment a nd
flowstone (Sites 2 and 2A. Fig. 10). At least two distinct
stratigraphic sequences seem to be represented here but their
precise lateral relationship is not clear.
In the western half of the section (Si te 2A) red - brown
sediment contain ing limestone pebbles an d thin laminated calcite
which has formed in cavities in the sediment, is overlain by a
reddish flowstone 6-8 cms in thickness containg a hiatus about 5
ems above its base . This flowston e has been dated to 239 + 28/-22
Ka (lower. UEA 102) and 2 19 +21/-18 Ka (upper. UEA 105) with
230-Th/232-Th ratios of 31.0 a nd 13 .7 respectively. The eastern
half of the section (Site 2) has indurated red-brown sediment
overlain by a 2 ems thick reddish laminated flowstone. The
uncorrected age is 125±6.5 Ka (230-Th/232-Th = 12 .2,
UEA 118) but the true age is probably about 118 - 120 Ka. Above

Figure II . Site 4, Cave C7.
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this flowstone is an indurated brown sediment containing cavities
and thin flowstone laminations that have evidently formed in
situ. It also contains a fragment of derived stalagmite. dated to
208 + 16/-14 Ka (UEA98). This brown sediment therefore
probably represents reworked material , a conclusion supported
by the mixed nature of the pollen recovered from this section
(Coles pers . comm.). This sediment is overlain by two flowstones
separated by a hiatus. The lower is a reddish -white laminated
flowstone about 10 cms thick, dated to 102±5 Ka (UEA82). and
the upper consists of white laminated calcite varying from 10-20
cms in thickness , the top of which has been dated to 7 .6± 1.1
Ka (UEA78).
Beyond Site 2 the next " compartment" (C) contains more
remnants of previous cave fills (Sites 4 and 4A . Fig. 7). On the
eastern wall, 170 cms above thc floor is a ledge (floor I)
consisting of small quantities of indurated sediment overlain by
two flowstones each I - 3 cms thick separated by a hiatus
(Fig. I I ) . Both consist of reddish - whi te calcite and the lower
has been dated to 288 .6 +49/-34 Ka (UEA96) a nd the upper to
271 +4 1/-30 Ka (UEAI02). At the inner (northern) end of the
chamber this hanging floor remnant crosses the cave near roof
level and part of it can be seen to have collapsed and come to
rest on another ledge of sediment (floor 2) just below it. On the
eastern wall floor 2 is 20 cms be low floor I at the point where
the dated samples were taken , but the two floors merge together
a metre or so southwards along the wall towards the front of the
cave (Fig. 7). Floor 2 is composed of sandy sediment heavily
indurated with calcite and at one point it was possible to to find
sufficient pure ca lcite for an age determination. This gave 113±7
Ka (UEA 114). Floor I continues as a ledge a long the western
wall where it is totally obscured by a later thick stalagmite coating
dated to 13 .6± 1.0 Ka (230-Th/232-Th = 11.8. UEA97).
On the eastern wall, one metre below floor I and 0.75 metres
above the present rubble covered cave floor are faint traces of
yet another previous floor level (Fig . 7). It continues into and is
better defined in , the very small rear chamber (D) . It comprises
a ledge of heavily indurated fine sand. mostly covered by later
thin undateable stalagmite coatings. Embedded in the sediment
was a small piece of derived laminated flowstonc which has been
dated to 270 +48/-33 Ka (UEAI16).
Beneath the rubble on the floor of the rear chamber is a
stalagmite floor some 6 - 10 cms thick (Site 3). It frequently has
a rather sugary texture. particularly near the top. but an age
determination was made on a sample from the middle of the floor
and this gave an age of 8.7±O.6 Ka (UEA74). However. the
230-Th/232-Th ratio was 3.7 and therefore the true age must be
considerably less than this. What lies beneath this floor is not
known.
C7 is important because it contains the oldest sequences of
dateab le deposits so far discovered at Creswell Crags. The
fragmentary nature of their preservation makes interpretation
difficult. but Table 2 attempts to summarise the likely sequence
of events. The most notable feature of this long and complex
history is that the cave was filled with sediment almost to roof
le vel at Sites I A and 4 (sec Fig. 7) at a very early stage. by about
290 - 300 ka. During the next 150.000 years . the only events
within the cave appear to have been the intermittent deposition
of flowstones between about 240 ka and 160 ka. In the in terval
between c. 160 Ka (U EA 154) and the deposition of UEA 113 at
147±9 Ka. the sediments at Site I A were wholly or partially
removed from the cave. The mechanism of removal is not
known. but may have involved the sludging of wet sediment from
the cave entrance. The 147 Ka flowstone (UEA 113. Fig. 9) was
deposited on top of surviving or newly deposited sediment. After
an interval. further f1owstone deposition followed at c. 120 Ka
Figure 12. Plan of Pin Hole Cave showing
speleothem sampling locations and uranium series ages of dated flowstones .
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Table 2. Post-phreatic geomorphic sequence of events in Cave C7 as indicated by the
speleothem dating evidence.

at Site 2. while from c. 120 Ka to c. 100 Ka flowstone deposition
at Site 2 appears to have been contemporaneous with the local
accumulation of reworked sediment. st ill at a level which is close
to the roof of the cave. By this time (113 Ka) also. the original
288,000 year o ld floor at Site 4 has been broken. and new
flowstone was deposited on the surface of eroded or freshly
deposited sediment (UEAI 14 , Fig . II). again a t a level which

UEA 156 110.4 ± 7.5 ka
5 metres

'--------'

UEA 100 1S.6 ± 0.9 ka

~N

UEA 101 14.7! 0.6 ka
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was still close to the cave roo f. T he bulk of the re mainin g
sed ime nt in the cave appears to have been re mo ved since 100
Ka , pro bab ly during the Deve nsian cold stage . T he ea rl y
Ho loce ne date fo r the stalagmite boss at Site I B (Fig. 7).
ind icates th at re moval was vi rtua ll y complete by that tim e. T he
slope of the present floor is into the cave , suggesting th at the
limestone blocks which form it were tra nsported in fro m the
e ntrance. pe rh aps as a wet de bris fl ow fed by mate ri a l fa lling
in to the e ntrance fro m the sho rt slo pe o f th e go rge wa ll above.
T he pre - Devensian sed ime nts may also have been removed in
a n inwards di rectio n , in which case th ere must ex ist furt he r
passages beyo nd the kn ow n cave , cont aining these sedime nts in
reworked fo rm . It is mo re like ly that the o lde r sed ime nts we re
re moved by we t sludgi ng o ut o f t he cave e ntra nce. b ut before
acc umul atio n o f th e mate ria l forming the prese nt floo r.

Cave C8
Thi s cave was part ia ll y excavated in 1894 by D uckwo rth a nd
Swainson ( 1895) . Th eir report was brief and recorded a wh ite
earth pass in g down into a red sand. with roe dee r , fox and badger
remai ns . The red sand was unde rl ain at a sha rp bo unda ry by a
cave ea rth containing re indeer, wo lf and hyae na . Th ey sto pped
the ir excavatio n o n e ncoun te rin g a mass of t rave rtine. Today.
depos its rema in at th e bac k of the cave , scaled by a thin
trave rt ine . Local supe rficial inspecti o n of the sedi ment
imm edi ately under this laye r reveals lim esto ne blocks up to
about 50cms across, with ye llowish fin e sa nd a nd small, fri abl e
limesto ne pebbles 2 -10 cms in size.
At the fro nt of the cave o n the west wa ll , a thin fl owsto ne
unde rl ai n by red sedi ment fo rms a na rro w ledge of a hanging
fl oor which has been broken and covered with a later fl owstone
drape . T he fl owsto ne in th e ha nging fl oor dates to 103.7±4.8
Ka (U E A 72) . T he drape has no t been d ated . Evide ntl y th e
o ri ginal fl oor was bro ke n and much o f the deposits was hed o ut
befo re Duckwo rth 's and Swa inson's excavati o n too k place. fo r
eve n at the back o f the cave , which is unexcavated. the flo wsto ne
ledge is 1.5 me tres above the in situ deposits.

Pin Hole Cave
Pin Hole Cave is a fi ssure 3 1 metres in le ngth and ge ne rall y
very narrow , typica ll y 1 - 2 metres wide (Figs. 12 and 13) . A bout
17 me tres fro m the entrance, howeve r, it wide ns sufficie ntl y to
fo rm a small chambe r, known as the Inne r C hamber , which has
a small low extensio n leadin g off to the east associ ated with
several mino r phreatic tubes and sol utio n ho llows. Beyo nd th is,
th e cave narrows agai n a nd eve ntua lly e nds in an impe netrable
slot. The main fi ssure in which the cave is form ed extends to th e
crest of the gorge and in pl aces is suffici entl y wide to allow sma ll
quantities o f wa ter a nd sedime nt to wash down into th e cave , a
process that has probabl y operated t hrougho ut most of the cave 's
vadose histo ry.
The excavations in this cave are the best executed and
recorded of any o f the C reswell caves . T he seque nce remaining
is also the most complete of any excavated cave in the go rgc a nd
is in the process of being inte nsively re-examined a nd sampled .
On ly a bri ef outlin e of the strati graphy will be give n he rc.
Detailed treatme nt is provided by Collcutt ( 1975) and mo re
rece ntl y by Je nkinson ( 1984) .

T he excavati on histo ry began with Mello ( 1875.1876) who dug
o ut the sedim ent to about 25 fee t fro m th e cave e ntra nce. H is
reco rded stra tigraph y was:
" 1.Surface so il conta ining pottery , bo nes,etc 1-6 ins
2. Damp red sa nd with ro ugh blocks of Mag nesian Lst ,
qua rt z quartzite a nd oth er pebbles, a nd num ero us
bones 3 ft
3. Lighte r colo ured sa nd , conso lid ated by infilt rat io n of
lime . No bo nes fo un d ye t. ('I) "
The red sa nd unit was observed to have no regul ar beddin g
fea tu res in it a nd the bones recovered incl uded those of wolf.
hyae na, bison, ho rse, and mamm oth amo ngst o the rs. T he basal
sa nd was dug to a dept h of o ne foo t a nd fou nd to be
unfoss ilifero us. Me llo , joi ned by T homas Heath , t he n " wo rked
o ut" the red sand in Pin Ho le and turn ed the ir atte ntio ns to
Robin Hood 's Cave (Me ll o 1876) .
A .L. Armstro ng the n took up the excavatio n of the cave fro m
1925-32. He excavated the remai nder of the narrow passage up
to and incl uding the Inne r C hamber. He records (1) Surface soi l
(0 . 15m) above (2) a Limesto ne Breccia ceme nted by flows to ne
(O . 15-0.30m) overlying (3) a Red Cave Earth ( 1. 85-0.77m) ,
separated by a limesto ne "slab laye r" fro m (4) a Ye ll ow Cave
Earth (1.85-3. lOm thick) in which occu rs a second "sla b layer" .
T he seq ue nces were thickes t in the Inne r C ha mber and thi nned
and sloped down towa rds the ent rance . The fa unal re mains a nd
a rtifacts recove red by A rmstro ng fro m t his cave make it one of
the most im portant Palaeol it hic cave sites in Brita in .
Late r, Collcutt ( 1975), in a ve ry limi ted excavatio n , exami ned
and sa mpl ed the sed ime nt sectio n left by A rmst ro ng in situ just
beyond th e Inn er Chambe r.
Ar mstro ng di vided his deposi ts into t hose of glacia l a nd those
of interglacial characte r based o n the presence of sta lagmite and
"slab laye rs" (ass um ed to indicate glacia l condi tio ns) and o n
ve rtical variatio ns in fa un a. A rmstro ng's sectio ns and
inte rpretati o ns have since passed into the lite rature and are
sometim es quoted as if th ey we re definit ive fo r thi s pa rt of
Bri tai n. In fact the co rre latio n of sta lagmi te with glacial
cond iti ons is erroneous. whi le corre lating the "slab layers" with
glacial conditions is at the ve ry least u ncertain , a nd Collcutt
( 1975) notes that there is no evidence for a " moderate ly warm"
or " te mperate " fa una in th ese sedime nts.
Je nk inson ( 1984) , in an exha usti ve stud y of th e Pin Hole fa un a
and arte facts, has re-exa mined over 22,000 ve rteb rate fr agments
recovered by A rmstro ng and , d ividing t he reco rded
stra tig raphy into 20 one foo t leve ls , has bee n abl e to locate the
o ri ginal precise positio n of over 15.000 of these. Of particul ar
interest is the ide ntificatio n of many bird species, ma ny of which
are valuable as pa laeoe nviro nm ental indicato rs.
Figure 13 shows th e positi o n o f t he fl owstone fl oor th at
ce mented and capped the breccia recorde d by Armstrong. It ca n
be traced alo ng the wall today and j ust beyond the Inner
Chamber it re mains intact , coating li mesto ne blocks that form
the uppe r unit of the sedimen t colum n prese ntl y be ing
excavated. This column is esse nti all y the sectio n le ft by Coleutt.
A thin fl owstone laye r also ex ists in the small easte rn exte nsio n
of the Inn er C hambe r and he re it is inte rbedded nea r the to p o f
a block of sediment and lim estone sla bs t hat survived excavati o n
and cl ing to the roof aroun d a limesto ne penda nt. Ev ide ntl y this
sma ll chambe r was filled to the roof wit h deposi ts. T he sedi me nt
block has bee n removed a nd th e flows to ne laye r date d to

Figure 13 . Long section of Pin Hole Cave showing in situ sediments, areas of previous excavations and speleothem sampling locations.
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14,700±600 years B.P. (UEA840322-1, UEAIO I , Fig.12). A
flowstone sample from the coating over the limestone blocks
immediately above the present excavat ion has a lso been
ana lysed. This gave an age
of
I8600±900 years
B .P.(UEA840227-1, UEAIOO, F ig. 12), but is heavily thorium
contaminated (230-Th/232-Th=2 .5) so that this age is a
maximum and all that can be sa id is that the sample is of Late
Devensian - Holocene age. Insufficient deposits rem ai n in the
Inner Chamber to determine whether these two flowstones are
stratigraphically equivalent. A mammoth bone recovered from
the cave by Armstrong in association with a Mouste rian stone
tool industry shows clear evidence on its surface of too l cut marks
and also has a calcite encrustation on one e nd . An ana lysis of
the calci te gave an age of 13200±800 years BP (230-Th/232-Th
= 6.8, UEA298). The true age of the calcite is probably between
10 a nd 12 ka. It must post date the bone but the le ngth of the
time gap between the abandonmen t of the bone and calcite
formation is not known .
Of great significance is the presence, several metres beyond
the limit of Armstrong's excavations and about 3 metres above
the level of the top of the surviving section. of a small block of
sediment adhe ri ng to the cave wa ll (Figs. 12 and 13).
Interbedded in thi s sediment is a thin flowsto ne that has been
dated to 11O.4±7.5 Ka (UEA 11 0). The in terpretat ion placed
upon this deposit is that it represen ts all that remains , at th at
level, of a cave fill sequence that has ei the r been totally or
partially removed since the last (Ipswichian ) interglacial and has
been replaced by the deposits investigated by Armstrong and
which are seen today. If the origi nal sed ime nts were totally
removed. the present deposits may represent a continuous
record of a late r depositio na l sequence, but if only partial
removal occurred, then what is seen today may represent two
or more sequences, sepa rated by hiatuses of unknown duration.
Careful excavation may reveal which alte rn ative is correct. Such
evidence emphasises the need for exercisi ng extreme caution
when interpreting data from excavations carried out without the
benefi t of dating techniques or a modern understanding of cave
geomorphological processes.

The speleothem evidence allows certain conclusions to h(;
drawn as to the geomorphic sequence of events at Crcswdl
Crags. These are summarised in Figure 14.
It is evident that Cave C7 had ceased to be phreatic by or soo n
after 300 Ka since a flowstone of this age (298 Ka) is found at
Site I A and ano th e r (288 Ka) is present at Site 4 farther back in
the cave . After a hiatus , further flowstone was deposited at
arou nd 271 Ka. Si nce no sedime nts overlie these flowstones , the
cave may have become sealed at this time.
The 239 Ka a nd 2 19 Ka flowstones fro m Site 2A in C7 probably
represen t a later period of speleothem fo rm atio n following a 30
Ka hi atus. The apparent lack of speleothem growt h between 270
-239 Ka may reflect ve ry cold eonditions that prevailed during
isotope stage 8. After a further hi atus, interm itten t calcite
formation then occurred betwee n about 2 15 Ka and 186 Ka (i .e.
during isotope stage 7 and the early part of stage 6).
By 165 Ka the go rge had cut down to at least as far as Robin
Hood's Cave where flowstone of this age is recorded. Its
association with a thermophilous pollen assemblage suggests
the re may be a significant temperate episode within isotope stage
6. Although the interpretation o f the pollen spectra is a little
difficult in view of its as ye t poorly unde rstood taphonomy, the
rather precisely dated warm episode inferred here may be
tentatively co rrelated with a similar episode at Marswo rth
(G reen et aI 1984). This was less precisely dated to between 149
Ka a nd 171 Ka by uranium series dating of tufa. The source of
the Mesozoic spores noted by Coles et al ( 1985) above th e
flowstone must li e over 60 km to the east o r northeast in
Linco lnshire and South Yorkshire. Wind is the most likely
transport mechanism and if this were responsible then Eastern
England must have been rather devoid of vegetation at that time
and a very cold climatic regime can be inferred, corresponding
to the late r part of isotope stage 6.
Other lines of evidence lend some support to the concept of

Figure 14. Summary oj geomorphic sequence oj even ts in Creswell Crags Gorge and caves suggested by the speleothem dating evidence. The arrows near the isotope curve represent
pre-Holocene uncontaminated speleothem ages .
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a climatic deterioration a t this tim e. Firstly , in the north - west
chambers of Robin Hood's Cave are water lain sands near the
top of which is a n interbedded f1owstone between 126 Ka and
140 Ka in age (UEA95 and 88). Flooding of these passages prior
to about 140 Ka is inferred. Secondly , at Site IA in Cave C7 ,
interpretation of a very limited stratigraphy strongly suggests
that after abou t 160 Ka the cave fill capped by th e 298 Ka and
159 - 170 Ka flowstones was either partially or totally washed
out a nd a further flowstone deposited at 147 ±9 Ka. Both of these
eve nts requi re much wetter local conditio ns than obta in today .
The flowstone at Site 2 in C7 , dated to 125±6 Ka (probable
true age 118 - 120 Ka), and Site 4 dated to 113±7 Ka may
represent later speleoth em deposition in different parts of the
cave overlying broadly the same sediment body as the 147±9
Ka calcite, although there may have been further e rosion a nd
deposition before they were deposited. Between 11 8 - 120 Ka
and 102±5 Ka there was further clastic deposition at Site 2 .
Rather surprisingly in view of th e pattern of the British
spe leothem record (Atkinson et al 1978, Gascoyne et al 1983,
Gordon et al 1989), only limited flowstone deposition appears
to have occurred at Creswell Crags during Isotope Stage 5e ,
although it is possible that some has been destroyed by
excavation. However, calcite formation did occur later in isotope
stage 5, as evidenced by the f1owstones in Pm Hole Cave
(11O.4±7 .5 Ka), C7 (102±5 Ka), C8 (104±5 Ka), and Robin
Hood's Cave (Site RH-4, 80-103 Ka).
No further speleothem deposi ti on appears to have occurred
in the Creswell caves until after about IS Ka.
The remains of the hanging floors in Pin Hole Cave ( 110 Ka) ,
in C8 (104±5 Ka), and in C7 (113±7 Ka a nd I02±5 Ka) indicate
that these caves suffered considerable erosion of thei r sedime nt
contents , presumably at approximately the same time but in any
case afte r c. 100 Ka. The most likely means of erosion was by
wet sedimen t flowing o r slumping downwards and outwards from
the caves' entrances . Jacobi (pers. comm. 1988) has begun a
radiocarbon dating programme using bone material excavated
by Armstrong from Pin Hole Cave. Results so far indicate that
late Devensian a nd ea rl y Holocene faunal and artifact
assemblages exist in th e upper 0.75 or so metres of the
sedimentary succession and th ese overlie a rather older fauna
dated to between 26 - 36 Ka at a depth of up to 1.75 metres. Rae
(pers. comm. 1987) attempted to date some of the bones
recovered by Armstrong using the uranium series technique.
Most of the results showed strong evidence of isotopic migration
and were therefore regarded as unreliable , but one
determination did a ppear to give valid results and indicated an
age of between 3 I and 40 Ka. There is strong reason to believe ,
therefore , that a mid - Devensian sequence of sediments exists
in Pin Hole Cave and the implication must therefore be that the
earlier sedimentary succession was removed prior to this time
and not , for example, during th e last glacia l maximum. The
precise timing of the destruction of the cave sediments is
therefore unresolved.
Speleothem deposition recommenced at 14.7±0.6 Ka in th e
side chamber of Pin Hole Cave where a th in flowstone is
interbedded in sediment, and flowstones of 12 - 13 Ka are known
from Robin Hood's Cave (RH-5 ,RH-7a) and C7 (Site 4A) . The
capping flowstone over the main deposits in Pin Hole Cave may
a lso date from this time.
A period of ab unda nt speleoth em deposition occurred at
abo ut 7 - 8 Ka. This is the probable age of the thick flowstone
cementing and overlying the breccia in the Western Cham ber
of Robin Hood's Cave , a nd smaller f1 owstones of similar age are
found in the Central Chambe r (RH-9 ) and in the North West
Chambers (RH-7 A) . The presence of breccias at the top of the
sedimentary sequences in Robi n Hood's Cave , Pin Hole Cave
and also Church Hole Cave is almost certainly indicative of a
period of very cold climate that has frost shattered the limestone.
This probably relates to the last full glacial event.
Mid - Holocene speleothem is also common in cave C7 and
here the data are interesting in that th ey allow some conclusions
to be drawn regarding a recent sequence of events in th e cave
th at would otherwise be speculative. At Site 2, the top of the
upper flowstone is dated to 7 .6± 1.1 Ka and therefore both thi s
and the underlying flowstone (I02 ± 5 Ka) must have been
broken afte r that time since the fracture has created a single face
across both layers. Probably the underlying sediment was
removed leavi ng the 102 Ka flowstone in place as a hanging
floor, th e 7.6 Ka flowstone was deposited o n top of it and then
subseq ue ntl y both fl oo rs were broken , probabl y as a result of
the collapse of the two large limestone blocks in the adjacen t
chamber. Further evidence for the recent collapse of these blocks
16

is seen o n the west wa ll of the cave. At Site I . thc uppe r
f1owstone is dated to 8. I ± 1.6 Ka and has been brokcn at th e
same timc as the underlyin g f1 o wstones (211 Ka a nd 186 Ka) . It
is evident that before the bl ocks collapsed from the roof, th ese
f1owstones formed a short "bridge" between the nearer b lock
and th e cave wall , a bridge that was broken a fter 8.1 Ka. Also ,
as sh own in Fig. 8, adjace nt to Site I is a quantity of stalagmite
drape on the wall that extends down to floor level. A stalagmite ,
obviously contemporaneous with the drape , has formed on a
ledge 80 cms above the fl oor and 55 cms below the level of Site
I. The sta lagmite outer surface is da ted to 1O.4±0.6 Ka
(230-Th /232-Th = 6.0, probable true age about 7 - 8 Ka) and
between it and Site I , no spe leothem drape is present on the
wall. Two implications follow from this . Firstly th a t a ny sediment
present must have been removed from the cave by 7 - 8 Ka in
order to allow the stalagm ite to grow in its present position, and
secondly the area immediately next to Site I was protected from
percolating water at that time and the p rotective agency was
probably the in situ roof block a nd assoc iated stalagmite. The
blocks may have fa llen very recently, eithe r as a res ult of direct
hum a n interference , or of vibra tions from bl asting activ ities in
nea rby Whitwell Quarry .
CONCLUSIONS
The studies of the cave deposits have served to clarify several
aspects relating to both the archaeology and geomo rphology of
the cave deposits at C reswell Crags, pri ncipa ll y by indicating the
exte nt to which previous excavations have destroyed the deposits
and the extent to which it mi ght have been possible to reconstruct
the stratigraphic jigsaw from the evidence avail a ble today .
Unfortunately the indications are that so li ttle of the original
deposits survive in the major archaeologica l caves , and the
stratigraphy of what is left has been observed to be so complex ,
that th ere is little chance of a ny substantia l reconstruction.
Although U -series dating has served to provide a broad
chronological framework where none would otherwise exist, not
enough calcite deposi ts have yet been found in positions of
sufficient stratigraphic importance to either provide constrain ing
ages for most of the sedimentary units or to substant ially aid
corre lation between such units .
However , in three im portant respects the dat ing programme
has provided valuable information . Firstly it has become
apparen t that in a t least two caves, C7 and Pin Hole Cave , and
probably also in C8, the cave sedime nts have suffered one or
more episodes of substa ntial erosion followed by further
sedime ntation of reworked o r partially reworked material. It is
therefore evident that major hi atuses can occur betwee n and
within sedimentary units and it is probable that all the caves
have been su bj ected to this process at some time in their history.
The dating evidence suggests that these hiatuses may span very
long periods of time and reworking of deposits is also to be
expected in such circumstances. The sedimentary sequences may
therefore not be as simple as appears from excavation reports,
o r indeed as appears on e ven quite close inspection in the field .
Secondly, th e an ti quity of Mello's red sa nd deposits and
associated Mousterian arti facts in Robin Hood 's Ca ve have been
established as being much grea ter than previously thought , the
red sand having been deposited , in part , around 165 ka.
Thirdly , the ages obtained for the speleothems, and
particularly the absence of any samples th at are beyond the range
of the U-series dating techniqe (350 Ka), strongly suggest that
the C reswell Crags Gorge itself is a mid - late Pleistocene feature
and not some relict feature from, say , the Tertiary, or even an
exhumed product of the Permian. The question of the age of the
Gorge , and th e rate of evolution of the landscape around it , will
be fu ll y discussed elsewhere (Rowe and A tk inson in prep. ) .
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APPENDIX 1
Isochron Correction of Detrital Contaminated Dates on Material from Site RH-3.
If it is assumed that (i) all samples of a cogenetic deposit contain identical
230-Thl232-Th ratios in the leachable detrital component but are contaminated to
different degrees, and that (ii) no thorium isotope fract ionation occurs during
sample leaching, then various co-ordinate systems can be constructed to allow linear
plots of the data which can be interpreted in terms of the relevant authigenic isotope
ratios (Kaufman 1971, Schwarcz 1980) .
In the expression
(230-Thl232-Th) total = (230-ThI234-U) auth.(234-UI232-Th) + (230-Th/ 232-Th)
the slope of a regression line through a number of data p~ints represents the
authigenic 230-Th1234-U ratio and the last term is the leachable detrital thorium
ratio today. An advantage of this type of approach to contaminant correction is that
if a number of data points can be generated, and they are sufficiently widely
separated (i.e . reflecting varying degrees of contamination), then the extent to which
these data approximate a straight line can be seen and mathematically assessed, thus
allowing an estimate of likely precision to be made. The assumption that a
"common" 230-Th / 232-Th ratio is present over a localised area in the leachable
frac tion of the detrius appears a reasonable one but it has not been quantitatively
in vestigated .
Figure Al shows nine samples plotted in co-ordinates of 230-Th1232-Th vs.
234-UI232-Th. The method of calculation of the regression line is of some
importance here . Since neither of the variables plotted are dependent on the other,
methods of minimising the y-axis residuals by least squares (the normal regression
technique) are inappropriate. Instead the reduced major axis line technique is used
(Till (974) in which the areas of right angled triangles joining the plotted points to
the best fit regression line are minimised. Unfortunately the samples have suffered
similar degrees of contamination and the data points are rather more clustered than
is desirable, although this effect has been reduced by leaching with different acid
strengths during sample dissolution.
The slope of the regression line is 0.0643 (r = 0.714) which translates into a
calculated age of about 7200 years.
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Bowl-karren in the Littoral Karst of Nord-Arnoy, Norway
Ulv HOLBYE

Abstract: Bowl-karren is a characteristic karst form on marble coasts of Northern Norway. The
basic form found is a bowl-shaped cup or basin. On Nord-Arnoy, Gildeskaal district, bowls from a
few centimetres to 3-4 metres in diameter can be classified in Size Groups, where equal-sized bowls
develop on the inner surface of a superior-sized bowl in a strictly hierarchal order. Isostatic uplift
gives a zonation where bowl-karren are initiated in the upper littoral zone, then optimally developed
in the lower supra-littoral zone. Higher up, the bowl-karren assembly is subject to modification, and
then to denudation or transformation into contrasting karren forms. It is suggested that the
morphology is generated solutionally by the turbulence of aggressive sea-water, as waves crash
against pure, strong marble. The largest Size Group present is a function of the local wave energy
level.
Erosional features created by the action of seawater on limestones have received relatively little attention on a world scale . A
complicated set of physio-chemical and biological factors may
Figure I. Location oj Nord-Arnoy and other bowl-karren localities in the Gildeskaal
district. La. = Langholmen, Sk. = Skavollknubbefl .

influence their morphology. Both the processes and the resulting
forms may vary greatly according to latitude, climate, energy
environment and other parameters. Some ·of the characteristic
morphologies have probably not been described yet.
This article presents some observations and ideas on what may
well be a key locality for coastal karst in a low-temperature and
high-energy environment where pure crystalline marbles are
uplifted through the littoral zone by isostasy. Although a detailed
study has yet to be undertaken, it is clear that there is a unique
and striking association of karren forms.
The karst of NW Nord-Arnoy was discovered in spring 1986,
and visited together with David and Shirley St. Pierre that
summer. Plans were made for the late Shirley St. Pierre and
myself to carry out a study of the area. Many of her ideas are
included in this paper.

Nord-Arnoy

..

-. ~:.

. '.

.

~~.

The island Nord-Arnoy is situated in the district of Gildeskaal,
Nordland, on the coast SW of Bodo (figs. I & 2). It is composed
of marble and mica schist (Rekstad 1929) and has a low relief, the
highest point being only 44.8m asl. A profile is shown in fig. 3.
The island displays a well-worked strandflat topography,
typical for soft rocks that have been subject to marine abrasion.
This is in contrast to the nearby, mountainous islands of Fugloya
and Sandhornoya, composed of granite and quartzite/ mica shist
respectively.
The Gildeskaal marbles, known from many parts of the
district, have been described by Wells and Bradshaw (1970). They
are also known to contain some of the most important caves in
Norway (Holbye, 1983). They are highly metamorphosed,
crystallised as large interlocking grains. With local exceptions
they are physically strong, and they contain impurities in the form
of schist bands and quartz fragments. As a rule they have a grey,
weathered surface lacking in karren sculpture. It appears that
freeze-thaw processes discourage the development of solution
features at the surface.
Figure 2. Map of Nord-Arnoy. showing {he key locali{y and {he (rend of the profile
in fig . J. Contour interval 10m . Based on 1:5()()() Economical Map sheet DT 213-5-1 .
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The island was glaciated up to the Younger Dryas period,
c.IO,OOO years ago (Andersen, 1975). Uplift in postglacial times
equals 100m, and Nord-Arnoy started emerging from the sea
.
c.4500 years b.p. Glacial forms dominate the topography.
The tidal range is little different from that of Bodo, shown 10
fig. 4. Difference between astronomi~al L WM and H~M is 2.3m
with additional effects of atmosphenc pressure and wmds.
In the littoral zone, most of the surface is bare rock . It is too
exposed to be host to an abundance of life forms, but smaller
species of sea-weed (e.g. Fucus spiralis and Pelvetia canaliculata)
as well as gastropoda (e .g. Patella vulgata) are common. Life is
concentrated in the sub-littoral zone, where the rock may be
covered with Mytilus edulis. At the key locality of north NordArnoy, the sub-littoral zone is also "forested" with a belt of
Laminaria (sp.) many tens of metres wide.
Underground drainage is very immature, and all run-off
appears to stay on the surface, or occasionally, at th.e bottom of
shallow grike-like trenches. Apart from the latter, which may be a
result of marine erosion mainly, there is modest solution along
joints.

MORPHOLOGY OF THE NORD-ARNOY
BOWL-KARREN
A map of north Nord-Arnoy is shown in fig. 2. It is chosen for
morphological description of supra-littoral ~arst, becaus~ It
displays the optimal development seen S? far With regard .to Size,
relief, density and organisation. The maIO form, and pOSSibly the
only true littoral karren form in Gildeskaal, is a circular to oval
bowl (cup, basin) eroded into marble surfaces on different slopes.
The bowls have some features in common with solutional scallops
as seen in phreatic cave passages etc. But ther.e ar~ important
differences, and a wide variety of Size Groups IS eVident, to be
described below.
The term bowl-karren is proposed for this type of karstic
surface, and the mechanism behind its development is not well
understood at present. Bowl-karren are common throughout
northern Norway; also, workers like Trudgill (1985) and
Lundberg (1977) include photos and figures of forms that are
apparently related from Co. Clare, Ireland. Comparable features
have been observed by the author and described by Haugane
(1983) on lake shores in southern Gildeskaal. Cylindrical cups
Uettekopper) with vertical axes 2-2Ocm in diameter and 2-15 cm
deep grow on slopes up to 40°. One or two small cups may grow
inside a big one. They occur in places exposed to waves, or from
0.5m below to 1m above lake level.
Figure 4. Tidal differences at Bodo harbour. The average figures (jour left columns)
refer to astronomical tides. Source: Norges Sjokartverk, 1962.
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Figure 3. Profile across the northern part of
Nord-Arnoy. Vertical exaggeration 5:1.
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Description of bowls
The karren bowls range in size from a few millimetres to 3-4
metres in diameter. The rim is circular to oval in shape, elongation
occurring along the foliation of the marble. Bowls from 2cm in
diameter and upwards have been studied. The smaller sizes have a
circular profile; occasional bowls are even cylindrically deepened
into the rock. The larger bowls are shallower troughs up to
25-3Ocm deep.
Thus there is a range of forms from the small hemispherical
hole (Size Group Four, see below) to the larg~, gently c~rved
basins (Size Group One) . Bowls of comparable size cluster tightly
together , but very rarely do they converge into a polygonal
pattern. Well-defined rims or ridges remain between the bowls
instead .
The larger fraction of bowl-karren surfaces are drained, but
rainwater and spray ponds up in bowls on near-horizontal
surfaces.

Size Group Organisation
On exposed seaward faces, the karren bowls are arranged in
groups of equal-sized members. Bowls of a smaller group are
developed on the surface of a next-order bowl in a strict
hierarchal fashion. On Nord-Arnoy, four such groups of
superimposed karren bowls are common , giving an extremely
pitted and irregular surface.
TABLE I. SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF BOWL- KARREN SIZE GROUPS
AT NORD-ARN0Y.
SIZE
GROUP
One

TYPICAL
DI AMETER
1-3 m

Two

25 -4 0 em

Three

10-15 em

Four

2- 6 em

FORM

DENSITY ON SUPERIOR
BOWL SUR FACE

Shallow trough
Steep-sided trough

1 2- 15 per square meter

! Hem i spherica l

2- b per bow l

Hemispherical

10-15 per bowl

Table I gives some parameters for the Size Group~. The larg.est
bowls are referred to as Size Group One, and so on 10 descendmg
order. It should be kept in mind that each group has its own
characteristics; there are other differences besides that of scale.
Size Group One are shallow troughs or pans 1 to 3-4m across
with a gently curving concave shape, and less regular ridges
between the bowls . Their depth (excluding that of smaller-group
bowls developed on their surface) is in the excess of 25cm.
Size Group Two bowls are often eroded to a similar depth .
Having a diameter of 25-4Ocm typically, and 6O-7Ocm in a few
cases, they are steep-walled but still not close to bei~g
hemispherical. They are concave to within a few cm from the nm
crest. The profile of the rim itself is sharply rounded, but
sometimes two bowls touch each other in a point where the rim
becomes lower and the two concave surfaces meet in a sharp edge.
Visually, the Size Group Two bowls break up the rock surface
into a crater-like appearance.
Size Group Three is the least well-defined group. On intensely
karstified surfaces they are irregular, but easily recognisable
partitions within a Size Group Two surface. In its turn the~ are
densely populated with Size Group Four bowls. In suboptimal
localities, where the two larger groups are lacking, they becolT!-e
very characteristic; a near hemispherical bowl 1O-15cm 10
diameter with a rim that meets the surrounding surface in a more
or less abrupt fashion.
Size Group Four are almost perfect hemisp~eres fro':l 2-3 to
6-7cm in diameter. A cylindrically deepened van ant of thiS group
.
occurs, but is not very common.
Variations in the size of a host bowl do not appear to mfluence
the dimensions of the sub-ordinate bowls on its surface. A large

A representative Jour-group bowl-karren
assembly. One good example oj a Size Group
One bowl is seen on the right, in shadow. Key
locality, Nord-Arnoy.

Group Two bowl may well occur inside a small Group One. Each
group seem to have some individuality; they maintain their
characteristics even if all the other groups are lacking at the spot.
Strangely, bowl-karren maintain their morphology below water
level in stagnant pools. Terms as "vadose" and "phreatic" may
seem irrelevant to their genesis.
The rim zones of Size Group One and Two bowls are mostly
avoided by the smaller groups. This helps maintaining a regular
pattern of steeply curved, convex surfaces between bowls. The
high relief of rim zones is a prominent feature of the optimal
bowl-karren, though not as regular as the bowl forms themselves .
For comparison, the optimal bowl-karren will be referred to as
a "4-group assembly". A profile of a 4-group assembly is shown
in fig. 5. In Northern Norway, more than 2-group assemblies
seem rare. Bowls of Size Groups 3 and 4 are common.
"Micro-bowls", or bowls smaller than Size Group Four, have
not been studied and will not be discussed below. It should be
noted that they are extremely common, and at a glance they seem
to fit in as a Size Group Five, breaking up the inner surface of
Size Group Four bowls. In the supra-littoral zone, they may prove
too short-lived and fragile to be fitted into a model.

Exposure and slope
Bowl-karren are best developed in exposed places facing the
open sea. The 4-group assembly at Nord-Arnoy occurs on
surfaces facing the NW, where there is little protection against
waves from the Norwegian Sea (fig. 1). Moving to sheltered

places, Size Group One and then Size Group Two disappear.
4-group assemblies can be found on any slope except
overhangs. However, there is some variation in the intensity of
karstification that can be related to slope.
Size Group One bowls seem largely independent of slope. But
especially Size Group Two bowls are much better developed on
slopes greater than 25 ° that are facing the open sea. The same
often applies to the smaller groups, which are the only ones to be
developed on overhangs. But exceeding the vertical they become
more scattered and less organised .
On level surfaces, water ponds up inside the bowls. Organic
residues collect in the water and influence the water chemistry.

Zonation
The bowl-karren occur in distinct morphological levels which
can be related to the tidal system. An attempt to identify these
zones is shown in table II and fig . 6. Although preliminary, it
establishes the fact that optimal development and organisation of
the Size Group hierarchy starts in the lower supra-littoral zone,
and is not seen below the High Tide Mark.
Starting from the bottom; bowls are not seen to develop in the
sub-littoral zone. Small bowls of Size Group Three and Four
gradually show up in the tidal reach, but then as scattered, single
features . Passing the Neap Tide Level, the first signs of Size
Group Two bowls are seen. These are less accentuated in depth
and density, but there is some organisation of Size Groups. The
largest Group is absent below the HTM, and the characteristic

Four-group bowl-karren assembly. Ridge
between Size Group One bowls in the centre.
Key locality, Nord-Arnoy (photo by David St.
Pierre).
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Flat surface in the supra·littoral zone where
water ponds up in Size Croup One bo wls. At
lo w slopes the other Size Croups may almost
be lacking. Key locality , Nord·A rnoy.

rim portion of the morphology is consequently lacking.
The lower limit for optimal bowl-karren is at the level of
extreme high tides. Apart from differences caused by .slope and
locally retarding factors, the morphology maintains the same style
up to approx . 9m above the LTM. This is defined as the upper
limit of the supra-littoral zone for bowl-karren. The forms are
then quickly destroyed or masked by denudation, vegetation or
transformation into contrasting karren forms.
The supra-littoral zone can be further divided into an upper
and a lower part with a floating transition around 4-5m above the
LTM. Above, the bowl-karren has been subject to a characteristic
modification by meteoric waters, to be described below . This
probably means they are uplifted from the zone of active bowlkarren genesis.
Thus, the zone of active development is narrowed down to the
lower supra-littoral zone, c. 2.8 to 4-5 metres above the LTM, the
first one or two metres above the reach of the extreme high tides.

micaceous bands. Typically, bands may be spaced from 1-2 to
1O-2Ocm apart, and they project from the purer zones as a result
of selective erosion.
In impure marble, Size Group One and Two disappear, while
the smaller bowls become elongated, arranged along the soluble
zones in a linear fashion . The long-axis of these bowls may
occasionally approach Group Two sizes, while the width is
controlled by the spacing between the resistant bands. It could be
said that foliation becomes more important in organising the
bowls than the Size Group system. However, bowl-karren
develop in marble far too impure for other karren forms to exist.
Even in calcareous schists karren bowls are seen. Near
Baksundet at western Nord-Arnoy (fig. 2) a homogenous calcschist wall displays very characteristic Size Group Three bowls ,
although they are spaced tens of centimetres apart. Bowls of the
smallest Size Group are perhaps too delicate to organise
themselves on bowl surfaces in this type of rock.

Lithology

Other negative factors

Optimal bowl-karren are restricted to the occurrence of pure,
strong, homogenous marbles. Impurities are however common in
the Gildeskaal marbles, primarily in the form of tightly-spaced

The presence of sands in bays and on the floor of clefts etc.
effectively inhibits all bowl-karren development, leaving smooth,
polished marble surfaces in the tidal and lower supra-tidal zones.

TABLE

II.

ZONE
NO ,

APPROX I MATE
LEVEL

4

ZONATION OF BOW L- KARREN AT KEY LOCALITY, NORD-ARN0Y,

(llighest)

NN-£

OF ZONE

R-\ISW

:O~'E

REMARKS

MAl N PROCESSES

Uplifted bowl-karren eithe r
(a) weatherin~ away , (b) transfanning to /lonnal karren, (c)
preserved by s hel tcrinp" or
(d) cove red by vegetation .

Rela tion
knm..'Tl .

to raised beaches not

9m
HIGU' R SUPRALITTORAl. ZONE '

3B

~bdification of bowl-karren by
meteoric waters . Possibly some
final bowl - karren development
in 10wor part of lOne.

lim,[s .'ith ponds modifying into

kamcllit:as. Tri ttkarrcn/rinncnh.arrcn roodi riGlt ion or d:-aitlcd
IXl\\ Is .

Gradual tran si tion 4- 5 m

3A

LOVER

~lain
development of
highly
organised bowls of Size Croup
elle t o rour.

UPPER
LITTOllAL ZONE

5

SUPRALlTTOllAL ZONE

Neglectoh le hio log ica l activi t y.

2.8 m (Ext renc In,)

2B

Sha ll ow Size Group Two bowls
ta rt to JPpC3 r.
satioll 0 r bo\·.'ls.

SaTre

or~J.ni 

1. 7 m (Neap I\\\')
LOI'ER

2A

LITTORAL ZO:<E

Occasional development of unorganised S i ze Group l1ncc ~uld
Four iJa.lls.

Low density or possible bor i ng
and graz.ing o rganisms. - Little
coincidence be t\o.'een these and
individual bowls.

I\on - mol1Jhogcnic biD - crosion?
No bowl-karren development .

lIigh biological activity . extensive La.m.irlwUa belt
along
northcnl Nord-Arney c03stl inc.

0 . 0 m (LlI'M)

1
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(Lowest)

SUB- Ll TroRAL
ZONE

Planation and dissection is the prominent mode of
modification of drained bowl-karren surfaces. The bowl bottoms
become flattened by wall retreat, and rims between bowls are
~r.eached. This process has not gone very far at Nord-Arnoy, but
It IS apparently taking the form of trittkarren development. At the
same time, bowls are linked up along drainage paths in a
rinnenkarren (meanderkarren) fashion.

OTHER LOCALITIES
Sub-optimal bowl-karren are a common feature of soluble
marbles in Northern Norway. A few sites of special interest in the
Gildeskaal marbles are included here. They lie south of NordArnoy (fig. I), and the chief contrast is that the Size Group One
bowls are missing .

Langholmen

Figure 5. Schematic cross-section of Size Group One bowl with superimposed
assembly of bowls of Size Groups Two to Four. Stagnant pool shown in lower part
of section. The number of bowls of each Size Group is not representative.

This should exclude abrasion as the mechanism behind bowlkarren formation.
The same applies to sites where marble is in contact with fresh
:unning waters. Channels of trickles and streams are not present
m karren bowls, and pools along these are also void of bowlkarren while neighbouring, stagnant pools may host optimal
assemblies.

Modification of bowl-karren
In the upper part of the supra-littoral zone, the bowl-karren
assembly is markedly re-worked by the solution of meteoric
waters. Two types of modification are prominent.
Kamenitzas are typical on undrained surfaces. Bowls of Size
Group Two and Three containing pools are adopting the
characteristics of kamenitzas or solution pans (Jennings, 1971).
Bottoms are flattened and walls are steepened, apparently
encouraged by the presence of organic residue providing a source
of aggressivity. Sometimes the process is "doubled" where a
Group Three bowl occurs in the bottom of a Group Two bowl;
both undergo the same process, and the edge between them is
kept sharp. In some cases, the bowls seem to be cylindrically
deepened by this process. Their floors may be lowered in addition
to being flattened.
At the pool water line, a minor solution groove is common.
A?ove,. a radial pattern of microrillenkarren is mostly present.
Mlcronllenkarren can be formed by the direct solutional attack of
droplets hitting the rock (Ford 1980), and in the case of
kamenitzas return splashes from the pool must play an important
role. The microrillenkarren found here are more irregular and less
accentuated than those known from mountain karsts of Norway.
To the author's knowledge, kamenitzas have not been
described from the high-latitude karsts of Scandinavia: Quite
p~ssib~y, they may prove restricted to bowl-karren morphology in
thiS clImate. They freeze up in winter, unless exposed to spray
during lengthy storm periods.
Figure 6. Morphological zonation of bowl-karren at key locality, Nord-Arnoy. The
zones are further explained in Table II. Vertical profile measured by D. & T. St.
Pierre, August 1986. Correlated to LTM according to Norges Sjokarverk (/986).
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This locality exhibits uplifted and partly transformed bowlkarren, c. 20 to 35m as!. In some NW-facing vertical cliffs very
characteristic Size Group Two bowls up to 35cm across ar~ well
protected from attack by meteoric waters . They contain the usual
assembly of well-organised bowls of smaller sizes. The cliffs must
have been exposed to high-energy waves before being uplifted.
As slope decreases, a gradual change into normal karren is
seen. The typical trittkarren-rinnenkarren pattern, known from
many mountain karsts of northern Norway, is taking over. But in
this case there is evidence that ridges were penetrated and bowls
link.e~ up to form straight or meandering rinnenkarren grooves
drammg tnttkarren steps. The preserved localities of intact bowlkarren have a karstic relief of 12-1 5cm, while the transformed
karren have a slightly smaller relief of 8-12cm. This may be a step
towards degenera~ion into the rough, weathered, unsculptured
surface of most Gildeskaal marble. Alternatively the transformed
karren may have become morphologically stable.

Skavollknubben
On a steep cliff wall c. 200m as!. and well above the marine
limit, some single, scattered bowls of characteristic form are
~omparable to small Size Group Two members . They had no
mternal organisation of bowls . No explanation can be offered for
these "occasional" or "erratic" features.

DISCUSSION
Active or relict?
The present rate of uplift can be calculated from Haugane
In B~do it is 0.22cm per year + or - 100/0. Change of
Isostatic gradient is c. 0.016 em/ km at right angles to the isobases
~1984):
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The western side of the headland Langholmen displays
concentrated and well organised bowl-karren; with a zonation
comparable to Nord-Arnoy. Facing Sorfjorden, this shore is
sheltered against direct Norwegian Sea waves.
In the upper supra-tidal zone, where modification is active
some areas are altered into pinnacle relief. Planation has gone s~
far as to join bowl bottoms together into a continuous floor.
Several explanations to this can be offered. Either the bowls
have undergone unidirectional expansion after the Size Groups
were organised, or trittkarren wall retreat has gone further than at
Nord-Arnoy. A combination of the two is possible, but it is also
just coneivable that the pinnacles represent an offset case of
littoral karren with only a small degree of modification.
At Langholmen, the variant of Size Group Four bowls that are
cylindrically deepened into the rock, is far more common than at
the key locality. They appear to concentrate in the more sheltered
micro-environments along the beach.
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OenudatlOn I transformat,Of1 etc. of bowl-karren
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HIGHER SUPRA - LiITORAL ZONE

Modification of bowl-karren

LOWER SUPRA-LITTORAL ZONE
UPPfR LITTORAL ZONE
MIO/ LOWER LlITORAL ZONE

Main development of bo.,l-karren
Initiation of organised bo.,l karren
Scattered development of small bo.,ls

SUB-UTTORAL ZONE

No OOwI-karren development
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The rate for Nord Arnoy should then equal approx. 0.17cm per
year. It has decreased exponentially since the last deglaciation,
but there is no difficulty in using this value within the NordArnoy lower supra-littoral zone.
Today'slower limit for optimal bowl-karren is emergence from
the sub-littoral zone roughly 1650 years BP. No environmental or
climatic change affecting solution by sea-waters is known in this
period. There is little likelihood that the development of four Size
Groups of karren bowls was a response to conditions of the past
only. Bowl-karren must be actively forming today in the lower
supra-littoral zone, and the explanation of its presence at NordArnoy should be sought in the local cond itions for the active
processes.

Rate of erosion
The lower supra-littoral zone constitutes a belt of I-2m vertical
extent. It can be calculated that one bowl must have been in this
zone for something like 600-1100 years. A karstic relief in excess
of 30cm was created, giving a rate of differential erosion of
roughly OAmm per year. This value may not reflect the total rate
of erosion which must be larger, but it seems to be comparable
with exposed limestone coasts in other parts of the world (e.g.
Trudgill, 1985).

Bowl-karren genesis
The Nord-Arnoy morphology can only be formed by turbulent,
aggressive sea water moving against soluble rock. No other agent
could create forms of this scale in the short time available. In
addition to similarities with cave scallops, the bowl-karren case
suggests the circular orbit of individual water molecules in wave
movement, and their morphology is linked to the zone where
waves break against the rock, with less turbulence.
Bowl-karren are then of true karstic origin. Bowls occur in
impure marbles and even in calcareous schists. One is tempted to
think in terms of a "violent solutional attack" within a short time
span. Wave energy is not a chaotic force. On the contrary, with
the aid of solution, it creates forms of impressive regularity.
A possible parallel to bowl-karren has been observed in granite
on the island of Corsica, in a semi-arid climate. Cups or bowls
arranged in a small-inside-the-big fashion are developed on the
rock surface, probably by air turbulence during sand storms
(Frederic Murray, 1988, p.c.) It is worth noting that bowl-karren,
unlike these forms, are precluded by the immediate presence of
sand.
Individual bowls seem not to disturb the development of their
close neighbours. That would result in masked, coalesced or
partly destroyed forms. This indicates that there is little expansion
of the rim circumference as they develop. They seem to belong to
one Size Group from their initiation, and, with time, become
accentuated in depth until they reach the ideal hemispherical
cavity, with a centre that aligns with the surface of the next-order
bowl or with the terrain. If this is right, bowls of lesser order
should migrate into the rock as their host bowl becomes deeper.
Bowls are not over-deepened except by modification, but larger
bowls increase their relief until uplifted from the lower supra-tidal
zone.
According to this model, the shallower profiles of Size Group
One and Two bowls would become semi-circular if exposed to the
waves for a long enough time. Today both these groups, although
different in diameter, have depths of the same magnitude.

The Size Groups
The breaking of very large waves against pre-existing
irregularities produces the turbulence that is necessary for the
initiation of Size Group One bowls. The same process is started
for the next-order bowls and so on, as the wave energy is broken
up into smaller turbulences. This is shown in fig. 7. The

TABLE III , THE NlnER OF BOWL
SIZE GROUPS DEVELOPING IN
DIFFERENT ENERGY AND ROCK
ENVI RONtENTS,

WAVE
ENERGY
LEVEL

Iligh
exposure

1

2

4

f.1edium
exposure

0

2

3

Sheltered

0

1

2

Calcschist

Impure
marble

PURITY
Pure,
strong
marble

turbulence is so violent that the marble surface in pools may be
affected to the same degree as drained areas.
The ridge portion of the bowl-karren relief appear to be
important in directing and dissecting the turbulence, and thus in
organising the Size Group hierarchy.
On near-horizontal surfaces, bowls of the smaller Size Groups
occur in much lower density. It may be that waves breaking onto
these flats are not broken the same way as when thrown against
steeper slopes.
The number of Size Groups present in one locality is mainly a
function of exposure on one hand, and rock purity and strength
on the other. Evidence from Gildeskaal is presented in table III.
Visual comparison of different bowl-karren localities in
Gildeskaal, it appears that each Size Group is recognisable by
shape and size, regardless of exposure. But by decreasing
exposure, the largest Size Groups disappear one by one, rather
than being gradually reduced in average diameter. There seem to
be energy thresholds separating the Size Groups , but this needs to
be statistically tested.

Zonation
The supra-littoral zone is characterised by spray and storm
wave attack, and there is virtually no biological activity. One of
the most intriguing aspects of bowl-karren is why it develops in
this zone only. Two possibilities arise at first. Either development
is favoured at intervals when the sea is close to high tide. Or there
are counter-effects subduing the morphogenesis at lower levels.
It is not hard to imagine conditions when waves will break
against rock in the lower supra-littoral zone. And during storms
and gales from the west, the combination of wind and low
atmospheric pressure would produce a higher actual tide than the
astronomicial tide levels used as a basis for the zonation of bowlkarren . The far right column in fig. 4 indicates this.
However, waves also break at lower levels without creating the
same morphology. Below the HWM, the wave impact shifts
within much larger margins according to the weather. The effects
on morphology may here be contradictive, so that long periods of
low-energy waves counteract the stormy events. The presence of
sea-weed and other organisms may also disturb the effect of
turbulence.
Above the HWM, the evolving morphology is out of reach by
all but the strongest wave attacks. Once initiated, it is conceivable
that the bowls organise the turbulence as much as the turbulence
organises the bowls. This mutual effect results in rapid
accentuation of the karstic relief, caused by higher erosional rates
inside bowl surfaces than at the ridges.
Figu re 7. A schematic presentation of the
generations of bowl-karren Size Groups. (A)
A large wave (arrows) crushes againsl the
marble, initiating a Si~e Grollp One bowl
form. (8) The wave lIIorelllellt is broken illto
a l1ulltfJer of smaller turbulences. generating
Si~e Gmllp Two howls illside Ihe large form.
((') Tire IlIrl>lllellce is flirt her sub-divided. and
thl' pmcl'ss is repeated on smaller scales
("feulill}! Si~e Group Three and Four bowls.
The whole assembly then develops by
accelllUation of relief, with little expansion of
the rim of each bowl. (Distribution of bowls is
not as regular as shown. and large waves come
f rom a variety of directions).
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In the littoral zone, the lack of good bowl-karren does not
necessarily mean that the total rate of erosion is smaller. But there
is little differential erosion, and thus low karstic relief.
In terms of uplift, the largest waves have a prolonged effect on
morphology, and the culminating bowl-karren can be expected to
be in concordance with the maximal energy environment. Apart
from modification, there is no apparent difference in size or
shape or bowls in the lower and upper supra-littoral zone. It
seems to indicate that storm waves play the dominant role from
initiation to culmination of bowl-karren genesis .

Modification
After development, bowl-karren become unstable and will only
survive when sheltered from weathering. The two directions of
modification
towards kamenitzas where bowls were
waterfilled, and a trittkarren/rinnenkarren array where drained
- lead in "opposite" directions: kamenitzas are erased by
denudation on entering the raised zone, while some of the
completely transformed trittkarren/ rinnenkarren (Sund, raised
locality) have survived a large portion of the post-glacial period.
The latter have a relief comparable to that of high altitude karren
in Norway, although they had just one third of the time for their
development.
One interesting detail is the cylindrically deepened bowls below
the water surface of kamenitzas. Organic residue seems
responsible for downwards solution along a vertical axis, and they
resemble the cups Uettekopper) of lake shores. Lake cups may be
formed by the combined effect of water turbulence in windy
periods, and downwards solution by residue in calm periods. The
latter process would determine their vertical orientation.

Bio-eroders
Organisms able to erode the surface of carbonate rocks are
common in northern Norway. Their main effect appears to be tied
to the cylindrical deepened variant of Size Group Four bowls.
These occur in sheltered spots of sub-optimal localities, and
commonly where larger bowls are absent.
The small, hemispherical karren bowls have provided the
original shelter for the organisms. The excess depth may be
accounted for by bio-erosion . As bio-eroders do not occur above
the littoral zone, there are indications that sub-optimal bowlkarren may have attained their final shape before being uplifted
into the supra-littoral zone. It is doubtful whether bowls initiated
by boring and grazing organisms exist at all in Gildeskaal.

Partly vegetated bowl-karren in the upper supra-IiI/oral zone. Pool and kamenitzas
with organic residue in the foreground. Size Group Two bowl forms are seen to
continue below pool level. The uppermost bare marble is approaching the raised
zone, where the morphology is destroyed by denudation. Sandhornet in the
background. Key locality, Nord-Arnoy.

Comparison with other climates
Most earlier workers have concentrated on biological processes
and zonation of littoral karst. Few detailed descriptions and
classifications of the forms created have been published. Hence it
is difficult to draw parallels with work from other climates.
The limestone coasts of Co. Clare, Ireland (Lundberg, 1977;
Trudgill, 1985) have some morphological similarities with
Gildeskaal. This poses the question whether many of the forms
may not in fact be non-biogenic, and that the creation of bowllike hollows gave invading bio-eroders their original shelter.
Lundberg presented a profile showing bowl-shaped pools above
the HWM. Due to rising sea level, a situation contrary to isostatic
uplift, these pools have never been within the tidal range . The
possibility that they are fo rmed by wave turbulence in the supralittoral zone, and then have suffered some kind of modification
prior to being introduced into the littoral zone, may be worth
noting.

Solution of the marble
Attempts to identify sources of sea-water aggresslvlty are
beyond the scope of this article. One very important question is
therefore left open: - Is the Nord-Arnoy 4-group assembly of
bowl-karren a response to locally increased aggressivity of the
coastal waters?
Finds of partially corroded mussels in recent sediments
(Bromley .and Hanken, 1981) indicate that the sea is generally
aggressive in the north Norwegian environment, at least
intermittently. Of the special features at Nord-Arnoy, it is worth
pointing out the extensive sub-littoral belt of Laminaria at the key
locality. CO2 release from the algae during respiration phases may
add to the local solution rate . The extra acidity will quickly be
dispersed and transported away by the coastal current, but an
instantaneous effect may be of morphogenic importance.
A higher rate of erosion at Nord-Arnoy than elsewhere could
be suggested, but it is hard to see how water chemistry could be

linked to the occurrence of a superior Size Group of karren bowls
up to 3-4m in diameter. Pure, strong marble and high energy
conditions appear to be the key factors to optimal bowl-karren.

CONCLUSION
Bowl-karren are genuine karst forms generated by turbulence
in the lower supra-littoral zone exclusively, as high-energy wave
tongues impact on pure and strong marble. The massive
movement is broken up into smaller and smaller turbulences, and
this is reflected morphologically by bowls of different Size
Groups becoming superimposed on each other's surfaces. The
4-group assembly of Nord-Arnoy is the optimal development seen
so far. Controlled by iso-static uplift, six different morphological
zones can be identified. Biological zonation is irrelevant in
explaining this tidal karst.
More research is needed to identify the factors controlling
bowl-karren development. But its existence rises new perspectives
on the non-biological aspects associated with the littoral karsts of
the world.
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Some Caves in Siliceous Rocks in Norway
lain SCHRODER
Abstract: Around 200 caves in non-limestone rocks are known in Norway particularly in the counties
AI, 8jugn, Afjord and the Hardangerfjord area. The caves are mainly developed along tectonic
structures, primarily prominent fissure zones and thrust planes. Modes of origin include: (a) tectonic
movement and gravity sliding producing fissures, with preferential weathering of breccia zones; (b)
dissolution of small limestone lenses within the gneisses; (c) wave erosion of pre-existing cavities and
fissures; (d) gas pockets in crystalline rocks. In many cases two or more of the processes appear to
have worked together. Abundant speleothem growth suggests that calcareous zones exist in the
enclosing rocks.
In addition to numerous limestone caves, Norway has many
caves in crystalline rocks. They fall into the following categories:
(a) tectonic caves; (b) limestone lens caves; (c) sea caves; (d) gaspocket caves. Some are of considerable length (Table I) .
Table I

Norway's Longest and Deepest Non-Limestone Caves
Tectonic cave: Revane
500m long, 60m deep.
Limestone lens cave: Duehellarhola 100m long, 3m deep.
Sea cave: Halvikhulen 340m long.
Sea cave: Litjbindalskjerka 300m long, 25m deep.
Gas pocket cave: Dvergesteinholene 20m long, 4m deep.

>

TECTONIC CAVES
Tectonic caves are cavities resulting from movements and
dislocations in the earth's crust. They can be divided into two
main groups; fissure caves and thrust plane caves .

The large amounts of water present during the end of the ice-ages
must obviously have had a great influence on the modification of
these caves, and weathering has often picked out breccia zones as
lines of weakness. Caves are formed by flooring and roofing of
the fissure at different levels by means of blocks and slabs
becoming wedged, often in combination with irregularities such
as horizontal ridges along the fissures.
Probably the best example of a tectonic cave in Norway is
Ljoteholet, AI, Hallingdal, south-eastern Norway. Ljoteholet
(fig. 2) is 55m deep and has a horizontal extent of about 70m. The
fissure is about 2m wide at the top and O.5m at the bottom.
Vertical rope techniques are necessary to explore LjOtholet. It is
located in a steep hillside with frequent minor landslides,
indicating some ground instability. The fissure is probably the
result of gravitational forces acting on an unstable part of the
hillside . The walls of the lower part of the fissure are very smooth
and slickensided suggesting that the fracture was initiated by
shear forces.
Figure 2. LjOtenholet tectonic cave.

Fissure Caves
Large, open, generally vertical, fissures are usually found in
steep hillsides and are thought to be the result of gravity sliding or
tilting and warping of sections of hills or mountains. Very large
fiss ures are found in areas with gneisses located on layers of
phyllites.
In many cases pre-existing fissures may have been enlarged by
the expansion and movement of ice during the Pleistocene.
Deposits from ice and / or water are often found in fissure caves.
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Figure 1. Location map of caves not in limestone in Norway.
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GAUPfHUlA

Figure 3. Gaupehola thrust plane cave.

In the Hardangerfjord area a great number of very large and
deep fissures are known. One of them is about 500m long and up
to 60m deep. This contains caves at 3 levels. During the snow-melt
in spring and during heavy rainfall, a large stream runs into the
fissure, forming a 25m waterfall. So far no passage that might
convey the water away has been found. Most likely it just drains
away between the rocks on the floor.
So far about 90 fissure caves are known from a number of sites
mainly in southern Norway. Less than half of them are fully
explored . The number of fissure caves is probably much higher
than reported so far.

Thrust Plane Caves
Thrust plane caves are hollows between two rock masses which
have had a relative movement on a thrust fault. The movement is
thought to have caused grinding and disintegration in the shear
zone, leaving a zone of brecciated rocks very vulnerable to
flowing water, frost wedging, sea breakers and other weathering
effects.
The best known example of a thrust plane cave in Norway is the
Gaupehola in Bjugn, Sor - TronderIag, (Schroder 1982; Sjoberg
1983). From a distance, what is thought to be the remains of a
Duehellarhola
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th rust having a 30° inclination forming almost half of the
Rommesfjell is clearly seen. The entrance to Gaupehola is
situated at the bottom of the overhanging cliff at an altitude of
about 170m. The passages of Gaupehola are shown in outline in
fig. 3. The walls and ceiling of the cave are to a great extent lined
with a crust of gypsum formations. The gypsum has been dated
(using the Uranium method, by S. E . Lauritzen), to an age of
about 10,000 years, i.e. the end of the last ice age. This may
indicate that the cave lay on the coast at the end of the ice age and
was formed by breakers washing out brecciated rock. The
development of the gypsum crust started after uplift had raised
the cave above sea level. Another example of what is thought to
be a thrust plane cave is Pyntehula situated just a few km from
Gaupehola. Pyntehula lies at about 160m asl. and is probably
formed in the same manner as Gaupehula. The innermost part of
the cave is decorated by flowstone, stalactites and stalagmites,
indicating that the rock contains calcareous lenses or layers.

LIMESTONE LENS CAVES
Some caves found in Bjugn, Sor - Tronderlag seem to have
been formed neither by tectonic nor marine processes. An
Harbakkhulen

Nedre Fla{hewhula

example of this is Duehellarhola (Helland 1889; Schroder 1982).
This cave contains none of the typical rounded forms created by
breakers; the cave seemingly has a solid rock roof unlike fissures
created by faulting. It is therefore proposed that the cave is the
result of solution of one or more large limestone lenses .
Duehellarhola lies about 130m as!. where both sea and meltwater
might have acted on the soluble rocks. The discovery of a
partially dissolved limestone lens about 2km east of
Duehellarhola supports the limestone lens cave hypothesis
(Schroder 1984).

SEA CAVES
Along the entire coast of Norway, and especially the west coast,
there are a great number of caves formed mainly by wave action.
They are situated at distances of up to 5km from today's coast
and lie from up to 170m as!. These caves have initially been
fissures created by tectonic or solutional processes. A sea cave
usually is a combination of both a fissure and a tunnel-like cave
formed by breaker abrasion (Sjoberg, 1986).
One of the largest and most beautiful sea caves in Norway is the
well known Harbakkhulen in Afjord, Sor - Tronderlag (Helland
1889; Sjoberg, 1983; SchrOder, 1986). Harbakkhulen lies about
I km from the coast at about 130m as!. It consists of an entrance
chamber 100m long, 30m high, 12m wide. At the end of the
entrance chamber, a steep hill leads up to 10m below the ceiling.
From here the cave branches into two fissure-shaped passages 30
and 40m long respectively. A close inspection of the roof and
walls of Harbakkhulen shows that they are smooth and unbroken
with no sign of any significant crack or fissure. This indicates that
the speleogenesis of this cave started by dissolution of a limestone
lens.
Another small, but beautiful sea cave is Nedre Flatheiahula in
Bjugn (Schroder 1984). This lies in the midst of the forest about
4km from the coast. It lies about 120m as!. and is 45m long. The
walls are beautifully smoothed and rounded and the cave has the
typical sea cave profile with tunnel shape in the lower part and
fissure above. The floor of the first 20m consists of sharp cut
rocks and mud, not, as expected, rounded rocks and pebbles. The
rocks probably have been introduced by a passing glacier.
About 5km west of Nedre Flatheiahula lies Styggholet (Schroder
1982, 1984). From a distance this cave seems to be a pure fissure
cave, but a closer look reveals a fairly large wave-eroded hall
about 25m below the entrance. From the innermost end of the
hall a narrow fissure leads inwards and upwards another 40m.
The waves forming this part of the cave must have been active
during one or more intermediate ice age periods, whilst the
closure of the entrance has been caused by rockfall or by glacially
transported rocks since the end of the latest ice phase.

expansion of steam or other gases while the rock was in a
magmatic state. Very few of these pockets have the size of a cave,
and less than IO enterable gas-pocket caves have been reported.
Probably the best known example of such caves are the
Dvergesteinholene (Drammen og omland Turistforenings arbok
1971; Schroder 1983) in Numedal, south-eastern Norway, lying
about I 100m as!. The Dvergesteinholene consist of four separate
cavities within a distance of not more than a 100m. The longest
one is about 15m long with a diameter of about 1m. Old legends
say that there was an abundance of beautiful quartz crystals in
these caves 100 years ago. They have all been removed since them.
One might, of course, speculate upon whether the
Dvergesteinholene, all lying in a steep mountain side, once were
parts of a much larger cave that has been dismembered during the
ice age.
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GAS POCKET CAVES
Small pockets in crystalline rocks are present, if rare, in
Norway. These pockets are thought to be the result of the
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Amblyrhiza and the Quaternary Bone Caves of Anguilla, British West Indies
Donald A. McFARLANE and Ross D. E. MacPHEE

Abstract: The island of Anguilla, British West Indies, is the type locality for a giant extinct rodent
described in the late 19th Century. Few additional specimens have come to light in this century, and
the original localities are very imperfectly known. This paper summarises knowledge of the
Quaternary bone caves of the island in the light of fieldwork conducted in 1988.
The islands of the West Indian archipelago are known to have
lost almost 900/0 of their non-flying land mammals (Morgan and
Woods, 1986) since the late Pleistocene, an extraordinary
catastrophe whose record has survived solely in the natural bone
reliquaries provided by the caves of the islands. Neither the
proximate nor the distal causes of these extinctions are known
with any certainty, although most workers infer that man's
activities were largely responsible, in some combination of direct
hunting, the destruction of habitat, and the introduction of
exotics (particularly Rattus and Herpestes). Recently, the West
Indies have emerged as a potential key to the debate concerning
late Quaternary extinctions in general (MacPhee et aI., 1989),
because, whereas in North American terminal Pleistocene climate
changes were nearly synchronous with human colonisation,
humans did not reach the Antilles until the mid-Holocene (Rouse
and Allaire, 1978). Accurate dating of the West Indian extinction
chronology therefore provides an opportunity to distinguish
between c1imatically- and anthropogenically-mediated processes.
Among the more unusual members of the ill-fated West Indian
fauna were a diverse assemblage of heptaxodontid rodents. These
are defined here as a family endemic to the West Indies, with no
living representatives, and of uncertain relationships to the other
caviomorph rodents of South America and the Antilles. Insular
rodent faunas commonly evolve large body sizes, but the
heptaxodontids took this trend to an extreme. The largest known
member of the family, Amblyrhiza, has been variously estimated
to have weighed as much as a Virginia deer or a small American
Black Bear. Remarkably, this giant beast is known only from the
tiny islands of Anguilla (78km 2) and St. Martin (93km 2), the most
northerly members of the Lesser Antillean chain.
The original discovery of Amblyrhiza was made in 1868 during
phosphate mining operations, but unfortunately field notes have
not survived and there is no contemporary account describing the
excavations from which the fossils were recovered. In June of
1988 the present authors visited Anguilla with the intent of tracing
the original localities and finding additional sites from which
datable remains might be collected.

The caves of Anguilla have been very poorly documented in the
speleological literature (cf. Murray, 1972). Except for a basement
of igneous rocks exposed at two coastal localities, Anguilla
consists of a single limestone formation of early Miocene age
(Christman, 1953). Karst features on the island include a number
of springs which feed the few permanent bodies of water on
Anguilla (e.g. Caul's Pond), and extensive exposures of limestone
pavement. Significant caves are few, and no active systems are
known.
The finds of 1868 were made in a shipment of phosphatic cave
earth sent to Philadelphia to determine its value as a fertiliser . The
large bones in the material were brought to the attention of the
famous palaeontologist Edward Drinker Cope (l869a, 1883), who
recognised their importance and requested that H. E. van
Rijgersma, colonial physician of neighbouring Sint Maarten
(= St. Martin), make a visit to Anguilla with a view to securing
additional specimens. Rijgersma made at least three such visits
and was successful in collecting numerous remains from a cave or
caves whose identity is not known with any certainty (but see
description of Cavannagh Cave). However, in the Cope's
Anguilla collection (now at the American Museum of Natural
History), a handwritten note was found which appears to pertain
to the first set of specimens sent by van Rijgersma. The note
reads: "1868. From out the Bat Cave. H. E. van Rijgersma".
Unfortunately 'Bat Cave' is not a present-day named feature and
could apply to any of several caves where bats are normally
resident.
Cope first described the giant rodent at a meeting of the
Philadelphia Academy of Natural Sciences on December 1st 1868,
the report of the meeting appearing in February of the following
year (Cope, 1869a). Cope named the animal Amb/yrhiza
inundata, and brought attention to its exceptional size and its
phylogenetic relationship to caviomorph rodent stock. In
subsequent months, Cope went on to describe three 'closely
related' animals, Loxomylus /ongidens, L. latidens, and L.
quadradens (Cope, 1869b, 1871a, I87Ib). Finally, in his summary
of 1883 (Cope, 1883), Loxomylus was combined with the earlier
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genus Amblyrhiza, although the three original species were
retained (A. inundata, A. latidens and A. quadridens). These
nominal species differ principally in size and several later workers
have inferred that only a single species, A. inundata, may be valid
(e .g. Schreuder, 1933) .
The geologist J. W . Spencer visited Anguilla around the turn of
the century, and he recorded the first mention of new Amblyrhiza
finds since the Rijgersma expeditions (Spencer, 1901). He
described a visit to a number of eroded sea caves and fissures
located in the cliffs between what is now Benzies Bay and
Katouche Bay. However, Spencer's wording is enigmatic on the
question of whether these fissures were the ones from which
Cope's (Rijgersma's) material was obtained, or whether they were
merely of a similar nature:
"In Anguilla, Mr. Wager Ray found a number of mammalian
remains when digging for phosphate. I was fortunate in finding
him on the island, and he kindly took me to the locality where he
had obtained them - perhaps a mile northeast of the present
landing, east of Road Bay .. . In such a fissure the bones were
obtained, among which Cope discovered remains of three species
of Amblyrhiza - a rodent as large as a Virginia Deer" (Spencer,
1901).
Spencer noted the presence of a mammalian radius in one of
these fissures, but he evidently did not collect it and recorded no
further details of the locality. We did not have the opportunity to
examine this area in 1988 and no further insight can be provided.
The next expedition to Anguilla and Sint Maartin was
organised by H. E. Anthony of the American Museum. In April
of 1926, after concluding field operations in Sint Maartin where a
few Amblyrhiza remains were collected, he dispatched his
assistant, George Goodwin, on a short visit to Anguilla to search
fo r additional specimens . Goodwin's field notes, which have been
preserved in the archives of the Department of Mammalogy,
American Museum of Natural History, were examined prior to
our 1988 fieldwork. According to these notes, Goodwin collected
Amblyrhiza bone fragments from a lateritic matrix exposed in
shallow fissures in the limestone pavement along the north coast.
These fissure fills consist of a distinctive, hard red matrix filling
enlarged subaerial joints. Goodwin believed them to be remnant
fills of collapsed caves, but they more closely resemble the
ironstone fills of the Portland Ridge of southern Jamaica (Wadge
et aI, 1979). None of Goodwin's localities is well described. He
mentioned finding fossiliferous fissures near "Briningham?
Hollow about 5 miles west of Flat Cap". This is not an existing
place name, although there is a "Blolly Ham Bay" some 8 miles
WSW of Flat Cap Point. Elsewhere, Goodwin referred to the
locality as being closest to the general area known as 'Goat Cave'
on the northern tip of the island. Goat 'Cave' is apparently not a
subterranean feature, the limestone surface being only a few
meters above sea level in this area. In addition, Goodwin collected
material from a cave in the ridge of Flat Cap Point, and from a
cave on the North Side Estate. The cave in Flat Cap Point, which

he described as a "deep cavern going through to the face of the
cliff" could not be located in 1988. A shaft mined for phosphate
in this immediate locality is described elsewhere in this paper. The
description of the North Side Estate cave is so vague as to be
useless in relocating this site.
With the exception of a few isolated and unpublished finds,
there appear to have been no significant recoveries of Amblyrhiza
on Anguilla between Goodwin's 1926 visit and our fieldwork in
1988. The 1988 field season yielded a large quantity of
Amblyrhiza material representing at least fou r individuals, from a
new locality called Pitch Apple Hole. This site is described here
for the first time, together with two other historically important
localities . A summary of Anguilla's known Amblyrhiza sites
appears in Table 1 and Figure 1.
The demise of Amblyrhiza has given rise to considerable
speculation as to the cause and timing of its extinction. In the
same blocks of matrix that yielded bones of the giant rodent,
Cope (1883) recovered shells of the mollusc Turbo piela. He used
this as evidence for applying a post-Pliocene date to Amblyrhiza.
However, he also noted that Amblyrhiza may have survived until
comparatively recent times, because in one of the shipments
received from van Rijgersma there was a shell of the bivalve
Strom bus modified into a scraper. Although Cope pointed out
that there was no sure association between the scraper and the
rodent bones, some later authors have made this assumption and
postulated that humans were responsible for the extinction of the
beast (Anderson (I984) takes the extreme view that Amblyrhiza
may not have been exterminated until the 16th century.) If the
extinction of Amblyrhiza was indeed caused by human agency,
we would have yet another instance of the rapid, anthropogenic
extinction of a native island land mammal (Martin, 1984).
However, at the present time such an interpretation is
unsupported by any direct evidence, and other viable
explanations exist. Clidomys, a somewhat smaller relative of
Amblyrhiza that lived on Jamaica, may have disappeared as early
as 120,000 years ago (MacPhee et. ai, 1989). If Amblyrhiza died
out around the same time, we would have evidence of a truly
Pleistocene wave of extinction that took place long before the
arrival of human colonists on the islands .
In order to test these alternatives, it was originally proposed to
utilise two radiometric dating methods - radiocarbon and
uranium (U) series - to fix the date of the disappearance of
Amblyrhiza. A 500g sample of bone fragments submitted for
radiocarbon dating proved to have too little organic material for
analysis, although it is not clear whether this is the result of great
age or rapid diagenesis in a moist environment. Earlier attempts
to use uranium-series methods to date bone samples from
Caribbean cave sites have proven unsatisfactory (MacPhee el al.,
1989), but experience has shown that more reliable results can
often be obtained by dating associated flowstone. None of the
1988 specimens were recovered in association with speleothems,
although some of the material in the AMNH collections has

Summary of Known Amblyrhiza sites in Anguilla

Locality

Date

Unnamed

1868

Bat Cave

1868

H. E . van
Rijgersma

Unnamed

1869?

H. E. van
Rijgersma

Caves at Flat
1926
Cap Point, North
Side, and fissures
at "Brinington
Hollow"
Pitch Apple Hole 1988
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Collector

G. G. Goodwin

R. MacPhee
D. McFarlane

Comments
Block of guano and cave-earth sent to E. D.
Cope by a phosphate mining company;
Amblyrhiza inundata described
One of the caves visited by van Rijgersma
and the source of the first shipment to Cope.
Loxomylus longidens described from this
material
Van Rijgersma made two more visits to
Anguilla, probably in 1869. Loxomylus
latidens and Loxomylus quadridens were
described from this material. (The genus
Loxomylus was sunk into Amblyrhiza in
1883.)
Numerous caves visited, but success only at
the listed sites

Remains of at least 4 Amblyrhiza

Table 1
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Figure 3. Pilch Apple Hole, A nguilla.

translation in Holthuis (1959».
Clearly, two different sites were involved and Rijgersma makes
the distinction between a 'pit' and a cave . The only two
phosphate mining sites we were able to locate in 1988 were
Cavannagh Cave and the site we have called Flat Cap Pot.
Although we have not examined Wager Ray's fissures,
Cavannagh Cave and Flat Cap Pot are currently the best
candidates for Rijgersma's cave and pit respectively.
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Figure 2. Cavannagh Cave, Anguilla.

preserved remnants of a calcite matrix. Unfortunately, a test of
one calcite-matrix sample failed to yield any thorium, indicating
that this material at least may not be usable for uranium-series
dating (Derek Ford, pers. comm.)

CAVE DESCRIPTIONS
Cavannagh Cave
Grid Reference: 866/140. Altitude: 38 metres. Length 87m.
Located some 350m north-northwest of the Governor's
Residence, in the south wall of Katouche Valley. Cavannagh Cave
is frequently confused with Katouche Cave, a significant
abandoned stream cave located up-valley at grid reference
8711140.

The Anguilla Archaeological and Historical Society believes
Cavannagh Cave to be the original locality from which
Amblyrhiza was recovered, based on the evidence of extensive
phosphate mining in the cave. If this is correct, then Cavannagh
Cave is Rijgersma's 'Bat Cave'. Antillean Fruit Bats
(Brachyphylla cavernarum) roosted in the cave in 1988. Shotholes in the walls indicate that phosphatic earth or sediment
originally filled the cave to a depth of at least 2.5 metres in the
main passage and presumably much deeper in the excavated pit.
Unfortunately the thoroughness of the mining operation
precludes any possibility of recovering additional Amblyrhiza
from this site.
Flat Cap Pot
Grid Reference: 8690/1607. Altitude: 25m. Depth: 10m.
Located on the west side of the road to Limestone Bay from
Crocus Bay.
Rat Cap Pot is a simple shaft choked with rubble. Significant
quantities or red earth have been eroding into the cave from
fissures in the fractured limestone. The shaft has been extensively
modified by phosphate mining operations, and shot-holes are
obvious on all the walls. No fossils were recovered from here in
1988. However Rijgersma referred to the source of his
Amb/yrhiza finds as follows:
"Perhaps it will please you to learn that I have found some
fossils in the phosphate of lime pit on Anguilla, and also some in a
cave there ... " (Private correspondence of H. E. van Rijgersma
to Snellen van Vollenhoven, March 26th 1869, quoted in

Pitch Apple Hole
Grid Reference: 8870/1633. Altitude: 53m. Depth: 23m.
Located on the east side of the North Side road, beneath a large
pitch-apple tree.
Pitch Apple Hole is a collapse feature with overhanging walls.
The large talus cone blocks any horizontal passage that might be
present, with the exception of a short, constricted bedding plane
passage beneath the southwest wall.
The west wall of the pit is undercut into a protected alcove, free
of talus debris. The floor here consists of a narrow strip of deep
red, lateritic cave earth of undetermined depth. Amb/yrhiza
bones were widely distributed in the earth, from a depth of some
two centimetres to approximately 40cms . The specimens are now
the property of the Anguillan Government, in the care of the
Anguillan Archaeological and Historical Society.
In addition, the site yielded bones of the bats Brachyphylla
cavernarum and Artibeus jamaicensis, and a number of birds and
reptiles currently under study.
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B.C.R.A. Research Funds and Grants
THE JEFF JEFFERSON RESEARCH FUND
The British Cave Research Association has established the Jeff Jefferson Research Fund to promote research into all aspects of speleology
in Britain and abroad. Initially, a total of £500 per year will be made available. The aims of the scheme are primarily:
a)
To assist in the purchase of consumable items such as water-tracing dyes, sample holders or chemical reagents without which it
would be impossible to carry out or complete a research project.
b)
To provide funds for travel in association with fieldwork or to visit laboratories which could provide essential facilities.
c)
To provide financial support for the preparation of scientific reports. This could cover, for example, the costs of photographic
processing, cartographic materials or computing time .
d)
To stimulate new research which the BCRA Research Committee considers could contribute significantly to emerging areas of
speleology.
The award scheme will not support the salaries of the research worker(s) or assistants, attendance at conferences in Britain or abroad, nor
the purchase of personal caving clothing, equipment or vehicles. The applicant(s) must be the principal investigator(s), and must be
members of the BCRA in order to qualify. Grants may be made to individuals or small groups, who need not be employed in universities,
polytechnics or research establishments. Information and applications for Research Awards should be made on a form available from S. A.
Moore, 27 Parc Gwelfor, Dyserth, Clwyd LLl8 6LN.
GHAR PARAU FOUNDATION EXPEDITION AWARDS
An award, or awards, with a maximum of around £1000 available annually, to overseas caving expeditions originating from within the
United Kingdom. Grants are normally given to those expeditions with an emphasis on a scientific approach and / or exploration in remote or
little known areas. Application forms are available from the GPF Secretary, David Judson, Rowlands House, Summerseat, Bury, Lancs .
BL9 5NF. Closing date 1st February.
SPORTS COUNCIL GRANT-AID IN SUPPORT OF CAVING EXPEDITIONS ABROAD
Grants are given annually to all types of caving expeditions going overseas from the U.K. (including cave diving), for the purpose of
furthering cave exploration, survey, photography and training. Application forms and advice sheets are obtainable from the GPF Secretary,
David Judson, Rowlands House, Summerseat, Bury, Lancs. BL9 5NF and must be returned to him for both GPF and Sports Council
Awards not later than 1st February each year for the succeeding period, April to March.
Expedition organisers living in Wales, Scotland or Northern Ireland, or from caving clubs based in these regions should contact their own
regional Sports Council directly in the first instance (N.B. the closing date for Sports Council for Wales Awards applications is 31st
December).
THE E. K. TRATMAN AWARD
An annual award, currently £25, made for the most stimulating contribution towards speleological literature published within the United
Kingdom during the past 12 months. Suggestions are always welcome to members of the GPF Awards Committee, or its Secretary, David
Judson, not later than 1st February each year.

BRITISH CAVE RESEARCH ASSOCIATION PUBLICATIONS
CAVE SCIENCE - published three times annually, a scientific journal comprising original research papers, reviews and discussion forum,
on all aspects of speleological investigation, geology and geomorphology related to karst and caves, archaeology, biospeleology,
exploration and expedition reports .
Editor: Dr. Trevor D. Ford, 21 Elizabeth Drive, Oadby, Leicester LE2 4RD . (0533-715265).
CAVES & CAVING - quarterly news magazine of current events in caving, with brief reports of latest explorations and expeditions, news
of new techniques and equipment, Association personalia etc.
Editor: A. Hall, 342 The Green, Eccleston, Chorley, Lancashire PR7 5TP. (0257-452763).
CAVE STUDIES SERIES - occasional series of booklets on various speleological or karst subjects.
Editor: Tony Waltham, Civil Engineering Department, Trent Polytechnic, Nottingham NG1 4BU. (0602-418418, ext. 2133).
No. J Caves & Karst of the Yorkshire Dales; by Tony Waltham & Martin Davies, 1987.
No.2 An Introduction to Cave Surveying; by Bryan Ellis, 1988.
No.3 Caves & Karst of the Peak District; by Trevor Ford & John Gunn, in prep.
CURRENT TITLES IN SPELEOLOGY - annual listings of international publications.
Editor: Ray Mansfield, Downhead Cottage, Downhead, Shepton Mallet, Somerset BA4 4LG .
CAVING PRACTICE AND EQUIPMENT, edited by David Judson, 1984.
LIMESTONES AND CAVES OF NORTHWEST ENGLAND, edited by A . C. Waltham, 1974. (out of print)
LIMESTONES AND CAVES OF THE MENDIP HILLS, edited by D. I. Smith, 1975 . (out of print)
LIMESTONES AND CAVES OF THE PEAK DISTRICT, edited by T. D. Ford, 1977. (out of print)
LIMESTONES AND CAVES OF WALES, edited by T. D. Ford, 1989.

Obtainable from B.C.R.A. Sales
B. M. Ellis, 20 Woodland Avenue, Westonzoyland, Bridgwater, Somerset TA7 OLQ.

